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The Murray Ledger & Times
By Jo Burkeei)
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
All ages from 18 on up were
--epresented at the Swine Flu Clinic
opening day on Wednesday at the
Murray State Uoiversity West Ken-
:ucky Livestock and Exposition Center
when about 1.800 persons were
inoculated by the staff of the Calloway
County Health Department, aided by
members of the Marshall Courtly
Health Department staff.
Also assisting in the influenza vac-
cination prQram are student nurses
from 'the Murray State University
Department of Nursing-and from the
Murray School of Practical Nursing.
Volunteers from the Murray Woman's
Club with Mrs. C. W: Jones as coor-
dinator are assisting with the
registration _ and_any other ninorL
duties.
Three line's are in operation most of
the age which include those in the-high
risk group over 55 and those in the high
risk group from 18-to 24, receiVing the
bivalent vaccine, and those under 55
with no chronic illnesses receiving the
monovalent vaccine.
Various doctors were on duty
throughout the clinic hours Wednesday
including Di. Charles Clark, Dr. Judith
Hood, Dr-Gary Marquardt, and Dr.
Conrad H. Jones to give special advice
to any persoq desiring to receive the
vaccination. Volunteer nurses also
assisted at the clinic.
Others r rloctors and nurses will be
assisting the Calloway Health
-Department and the volunteers with the ,
clinics in progress from 10:00 a.m. to
5;00 p.m. today and Friday.
The precision timing and well
planned program of the clinic is a
tribute to the fine organization and
efficiency of the staff of the, Health
Department and the many volunteers.
From the time the first "gun" was used
to give the first shot *bow- 12:30 p.m.
until the clinic closed about 7:00 p.m.,
persons were able to go through the
registration, be given advice and in-
(See Flu, Page 10)-
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1,800 Inoculated
—
The Calloway Counts swine flu clink opened Wednesday at the
Murray State Livestock and Eyposition Center, inoculating 1,800 per-
sons on the first day. At left, Mayor John Ed Scott is the first person to
receive his shot, and is apparently enjoying it. Bottom left, the first
persons at the clink at around noon had to wait in line for, a short
time, but after the inoculations were begun, there was very little
waiting tie. Below, volunteer workers assist citizens in reading and
completing the necessary paperwork before the shot is ad-
ministered.
Consumer Prices Increase During
September; Grocery Prices Decline
WASHINGTON i AP) Consumer offset increases for other goods and mfla non rate of about 4.9 per cent, aprices rose four-tenths of a per cent in services, the government said today. level in line With the basic underlying
September as grocery costs declined The over-all rise in the consumet rate of inflation in the economy of 5 to 6
for the first time in six months, helping price index translates into an. annual
SE TING UP OFFICES — Murray physicians, clinic employes and volunteers have been very
busy setting up new offices for the doctors displaced by the fire which destroyed the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic here Monday. At upper left, members of the Distributive Education
Class at the Murray Vocational School are salvaging and refiling damaged records of Dr, Dick
Stout. At upper right, finishing touches are being put on the cleanup of in examination table
in Dr. Hal Houston's quarters in the Convalescent Division of the Murray-Calloway\ County
Hospital. The photo at lower left shows file cabinets lining the halts in the Convalescent
building and at lower right, Dr. lames Hart supervises the set-up of his office in the LPN
school building On Poplar Street.
Staff Photos by David Nil
percent.
otio
- September:s rise follows increases Of
five-tenths of a per cent in each of the
previous three months.
While inflation eased slightly last
. month, the Labor Department said the
purchasing power of the average
worker's paycheck continued toshrink.
The department said real earnings -
what's lei of salary after deductibns.-
for taxes and adjusted for inflation
declined _five4enths of a per ceht_last
year.
The price report was the final major
economic statistic to be released before
the November elections.
President Ford has claimed that his
economic policies have helped- cut the
fhflation rate to half Of -its 1974 levas,
while Democrat Jimmy Carter has
charged that the current rate still is
twice as high as when the Democrats
were in office.
Consumer prices surged 12.2 per cent
in 1974 and siowed to 7 per cent in 1975.
Over the past 12 months,psices have
_ risen 5.8 percent.
(See Economy, Page 10)
Doctors'
-Locations
Locations for offices for all
physicians whose offices were
destroyed by the fire at the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic Monday have been
determined with,the exception of Dr.
Clegg Austin.
All Houston-McDevitt Clinic
physicians May be contacted by -
calling 753-13401
DoctorS whose 'offices will be in
the Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County . Hospital
are - . Dr Hugh Houston, Dr
Houston, Dr. Gary Marquardt. Dr.
Richard Hutson. Dr. Donald Hughes
and Dr. Bailey Binford-:- .
Dr. James Hart and Dr. H. S.
Jackson will.be located in the LPN
training building. Just west of the
Convalescent Division on Popkir
Street:
Dr. Conrad_ Jones, ft. Richard
. Cunningham and Dr. Gene Cook will
be located -in the former Methodist
Parsonagi*, .jusi west .of the LPN
buildrig
Dr. C. C. Lowry will be located in
offices with Dr ...John C. Quetermous
at the corner of 8th and Elm: Dr.
Charles Clark will be at the
Emergency Room of the hospital
and pr. 'Richard Stout
located in the Castle I:arker dental
clinic building at the corner of 5th
and-Wal u•
hopeful 1
Austin couiq be determined today.
ftvials said that they \ss ere -
t a location for or. ellegg
St* PholoOsy David Hill
Haunted House
To Be Held At
Carman Pavilion
The annual Haunted House, Siii)n-
sored by the Kappa Department of the.
Murray- Woman's Club will be held at a
new location this year.
The affair will be held at the :A.
Carman. Pavilion, adjacent to the MSU
Expo Center- and -- directly across
College Farm -Read from Calloway
County Righ School, ̀ Dates for the
Haunted House are Wednesday,
Thursday and-Friday, Oc-L26-28.
The doors will open each evening at 6_
p.m. and will vemain open until 9:30
p.m. •
Admission is free. Gaines can be
played for 25 cents each and tours of the
spooky_ Haunted House are 50 cents
each.
A Kappa KraftS booth will-again be a
part of the Haunted House and many





A pc, I,i t Lind raising project,
_ ttt:ad-A7Thtrri..- _opened .this week for 
the benefit of the Mentally. Retarded
persons by the' Kentucky Association
for Retarded Citizens and the Zeta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Librarians in the local schools have
been given Read-A:Thon kits that
contain instruclion sheets-for students
interested in part .mating in a program
to help the 'itiz is in the coMmunity
who are mentally retarded. These kits
ii iay. be obtained during this month. -
Participants m the program get
persons to make pledges as spon.sors
for-their reading program. A record of
--tnok-s read and pledges are kept until
Novembet 22 when the pledges will be
collec,ted and turned . in to the
librarians.
About 75 per cent of the funds raised
•*. by this program will be used for direct
service prog:ams to mentally-retarded
in Murray since Murray is one of thirty
communities WM) has a Mental Health
AsSocia Lion.- The -remaining amount
wilrbe used for statewide project...
Any student-desiring 1,o participate in
this program is invited and encouraged.
tO read and help the mentally retarded
in the (Zommunity_ Akit can be obtained
from.the librarian in the local schools
cr at the public library.
'Partly Cloudy
Partly clo y and cool today and1_
Friday. High oday in the Tow 50s and
Friday in the avi to mid 50s. Fair and
ciitil tonight, low in the upper 20s to low
30s. Saturday partly cloudy and cool. .
.
•
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XeaZtit.-IDise
By Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator
Pica
"Pica" is the term physi-
clans us to describe the corn-
pulsik e eating of one kind of
food -or other substance.
The substance eaten may
In' ,la. starch, paint chips, ice
or 'usually crunchy) food such
as celery. potato chips, car-
rots, soda crackers, pickles,
pretiels.
The cause of this phenom-
enon has been ascribed to
- neurosis, superstition. starva-
tion, mental aberration, and
social Kesz,ire," notes Wil-
liam II. ('rosbY, M.D.. a con-
- tributor to the "Journal of the
American Medical Associa-
-tion" (June 21. 1976).
Based on his own experi-
ence with patients and the
result of earlier studies. Dr.
Crosby declares that pica is a
common symptom of iron de-
ficiency rather than thepuse
as previously held.
His report cites a study by
Dr. C. A. J1IITOltritan• which
demonstrated that pica disap-
peared a week or two after
iron therapy was started.
Doctors have been slow to
recognize the relationship be-
t ween pica and iron deficiency
-2-perhaps because patients
are—ashamed to tell their
doctors about their strange
compulsions. They are often
subjected to ridicule by their
families and made to feel
mentally abnormal.
-Dr. Crosby reported that
once he had become aware of
the cause of pica and learned
to ask his patients the right
questions, he found that more
than 50 percent of those with
iron deficiency had pica in one
form or another. In half the
cases the substance cried
was ice.
The well-publicized cases of
lead poisoning in children who
ate flaked, lead-based paint in
old buildings •are another
example of pica. This form is
disappearing since the pass-
ing of laws prohibiting the use
of lead-based interior paints.
'Coltman. C A J "Pagophogro and
Iron Lock." -Journal of the American
Medical Association," Vol 207, 1969
C 1975 as o commontly Ser.ce of
Me Health Deportment. General Con-
ference of Seirenth day Adirentists
Thru WED:
7:25,9:05 + 2:30Sun. I
THE INCREDIBLE STORY OF THE
THE 1972 ANDES AIR CRASH!
What they did to the dead
to stay alive...
is the most shocking episode




Ka• III • T 11.1`1,1S1 I 1,441.1.
Thru WED.
I 7:15,9:10 + 2:30 Sat., Sun.
IbIETTUNI. P0117112•NAPOWL =MO,
•PCOLCID & OIMICTED b• WAS WYNN
WW1 FLAIL IIIITEIIP4AT1OWIAL
09TOJETter
Warning Sea and Violence Can
Bo Danprous to Your Health
Thru WED.
[ 7:20,9:10 + 2:30Sun.
The coach is waiting for his next beer.
The pitcher is waiting for her first bra.
The team is waiting for a miracle.
Consider the possibilities.









Vicky Lee Butterworth Married
To Mr. White At Club House
Miss Vicky Lee Butterworth
and Jerry Lee White were
married in a late summer
wedding at the Murray
Woman's Club House with
Bro. John Dale officiating at
the ceremony read at 7:30 p.
m.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy But-
terworth and the groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. James C.
White.
The ceremony was read as
the wedding party stood
before a brass arch decorated
with ivy and baby's breath
flanked with floral
arrangements of yellow and
white daisies and baby's
breath with hanging ivy. Pots
of yellow mums were placed
throughout the room.
Music was presented by
Mrs. Oneida White, organist,
Miss Kathy Calhoun, flutest,
and Mrs. Glenda Gallimore
and Darrell Gibson who
alternately sang "Colour My
World," "Top of the World,"
"More," "Love," and "You
Are So Beautiful."
The guests were ushered by
Mickey Butterworth, brother
of the bride, Kenneth White,




The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
looked radiant in her tiered
gown of re-embroidered white
eyelet. The bodice was
fashioned with a shawl collar
and fitted midriff. Tiers of
scalloped eyelet formed the
skirt and semi-train. Her
headdress was a Juliet Frown
overlaid with Venise lace
flowers with an attached
tiered veil of bridal illusion.
She "carried a bouquet of
yellow sweetheart roses,
stephanotis, and baby's
breath with pearl streamers.
Her only jewelry was a single
pearl necklace, a gift from her
parents. As she entered she
gave her mother a rose and on
leaving the altar gave a rose
to the groom's mother.
Miss Leah Vance was the
maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were Mrs.
Marketia Cain, Miss Susan
White, sister of the groom, and
Miss Kathy Butterworth,
sister of the bride.
The maid of honor and at-
tendants wore identical gowns
of yellow-mid white window-
pane dotted swiss styled with
a fitted bodice, shawl collar
and set-in cumberbund with
side sash and streamers. The
full skirt was three tiered,
resembling the bridal gown.
They also wore yellow hats
accented with a tie sash and
streamers of material as that
of the dresses. They carried
white wicker baskets of yellow
and white daisies with yellow
streamers.
Miss Jana Wilson, cousin of
the bride, served as the flower
girl. Her dress was of
yellow and white windowpane
dotted swiss styled with an
empire waist overlaid with a
white eyelet pinafore. She
wore a yellow daisy with
baby's breath in her hair. She
also carried a white wiCker
basket of yellow and white
daisies and dropped white
-rose petals.
Bucky Erwin served as the
best man. Groomsmen were
Craig Dowdy, Ricky Giover,
and Ricky Butterworth,
brother of the bride. The ring
bearer was Bob Kemp, Jr.
Mrs. Butterworth chose to
wear a floor length gown- of
kelly green dotted voile with a
scoop necklino and accordian
pleated flounce overlaid
bodice. The pleated skirt fell
from a solid green sash at the
r. and Sirs. jern If
waist. Mrs. White wore a floor,
length pink gown of double
knit. Theprincess styled gown
was overlaid with a floral
chiffon cape. They both wore
corsages of white gardenias.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony the bride's parents
entertained with a reception in
the basement of the club
house.
The bride's table was
draped with a white lace cloth
over yellow with a centerpiece
of a basket of yellow
sweetheart roses and baby's
breath flanked with two white
doves with yellow and white
daisy arrangements accented
with frosted grapes.
The beautiful white three
tiered cake was decorated
with yellow rose buds and
yellow doves, and an
arrangement of yellow baby
roses, topped with two wed-
ding bands with doves on top
in front of the two opened
gates of paradise. At the other
end was the large crystal
punch bowl. Greenery was
garlanded around the cake
and frosted grapes were
placed around the punch bowl.
Crystal appointments were
used.
Serving at the reception
were Mrs. Inaa_ Wilson,. Mrs.
Anna Marie IsIcCage, and
Mrs. Peggy Butterworth,
aunts of the bride, Mrs.
Theresea Nance. cousin of the
bride, Mrs. Vickie Hughes,
sister of the groom, Miss
Monty Wilson.- L.ousin of the
bride, Miss Sandra Duncan,
and Miss Sandy. Farris. They
all wore corsages of white
carnations.
The register table was a
white wicker tea cart centered
with a bud vase of yellow roses
and baby's breath. Keeping
the register were Mrs.
LaRhea Stewart and Miss
Mary Beth Hayes.
Directing the wedding was
Mrs. Martha - Butterworth,
aunt of the bride.
After the reception theo
couple left for awedding trip
to Panama City, Fla., and
New Orleans, La., with the
bride wearing a two piece
wIlle-eleTer= and %—rite
hat with a white gardenia.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Jerry'
Lee White are now residing at
their home at Mdrray Route
Seven.
Out of town guests were Jim
.Martin of Eck Grove Village,
Ill., Mrs. Sue Rock. Des
Plaines, Ill., and Anna Mary
Smith, Memphis, Tenn.
Rehear9b1 Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. James C.










were hosts for the rehearsal
dinner held -at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
The tables were centered
with multi-colored mums with
greenery. ,The bridal conpiegt-____.
presented 'gifts- to crew' at:
tendarits.
Twen. ty-six guests were
present.
Prenuptial events not an-
nounced previously included a
patio party with Mesdames
Marketia Cain, Katherine
Cain, Faye Orr, and Vickie
Hughes as hostesses held at
the home of Mrs. Cain.
Mrs. Wells Speaker At
Murray B&PW Meet Here
Mrs. Faye C. Wells will be
the featured speaker at the
regular dinner meeting of the
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club to
be held tonight (Thursday) at
6:30 p. m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
A secretary for 20 years,
Mrs. Wells is the first
recipient of the coyeted rating
of Certified Professional
Secretary (CPS) from Murray
and Calloway County, and
from her alma meter, Freed-
Hardeman College, Hen-
derson, Tenn. She is the
secretary to Lieutenant
Colonel Johnnie R. Prichard,
Chairman of the Department
of Military Science at Murray
State University..
Before joining the Military
Science Staff, she was
-secretary to three full-time
employers in the Information
and Public Services Office at
Murray State—the_ Arector,
the Sports Information
Director, and the Director of
Radio and Television




The First District PTA fall
conference will be held
Saturday at Reidland Middle
and High schools. -
A board meeting will take
place at 9 a.m. Registration
will be at 9:30 a.m, and the
business meeting will be called
to order at .10 a.m. by the
district president, Mrs. Perry
Norsworthy. Mrs. Henry
Anderson will give the
devotional.
The salute to the flag wine
led by Mrs,. Troy.Truitt..
Mrs. William Key, president
of the Kentucky Congress of
Parehts and Teachers will be
the speaker. The invocation
will be delivered by Mrs.
Norman Blakley.
Luncheon will be served at
noon by the Reidland PTA.
The afternoon workshop for
officers and chairmen will
convene at 12:45 p.m. The
meeting will adjourn at 2:30
p.m.
All principals and other






delegates to the First District
Education Association
Delegate Assembly on Sep-
tember:In .
Attending the meeting held
in Paducah were Mrs.
Rebecca Williams, Mrs. Celia
Grogan, Mrs. Patricia Seiber,
Mrs. Crystal Parks, and
Carmon Parks.
At the meeting FDEA of-
ficers for 1977 were elected,
past year's activities were







Thursday, October 7, at seven
p. m. at the home of Irene
Tucker with Mrs. Jean Cloar,
county agent - in home
economics, as special gyest.
Elizabeth Smith, president,
presided and financial
projects for the year were
discussed.
"Time For The Things You
Enjoy" was the.subject of the
lesson', presented by Irene
Tucker, 'Paula Morton, and
Cheryl Tucker.
Others present were Gail
Turner, Cillia Shelton, Marsha
Bucy, and Beverly Shelton.
The next meeting will be at
the home of Paula Morton on
Thursday, November 4, at
seven p. m.
Faye C. Wells
Prior to that time, she was a
special projects secretary- in
'the office of former Murray
State-President, Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, for one year, and
worked closely with the late
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, the
fourth -president of Murray
State, in the preparation of his
50-year history of the
University.
A native of Calloway
County, Mrs. Wells was office
manager and secretary to- the
superintendent of the Murray
Natural Gas System for more
than 11 years, before joining
the Murray State staff.
She is married to Capt.
Martin Wells of the City of
Murray Police Department,
and they have one son, Steve,
10, a-fourth grade student at
Robertson School. They are
members of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Mrs. Wells is president of
the Murray Chapter of The
National Secretaries
Association i International),
and in April, she was honored
by the Chapter as its "1976-77
Secretary of the Year."
•
Queen Victoria is reported
to have received a one-half ton
Cheddar cheese as a wedding
present. That means the
cheese iluirted out as 10,000
pounds of milk.
4:::p






Rangerettes of the Woodmen
of the World will have a
Halloween Party Monday,
October 25, from 6:30. 8:00 p.
m. at the Woodmen of the
World Building.
Each member is asked to
come in costume and bring
someone they would like to
become a member. The age
are 8 through l 15. Games will




Hwy 6 41 N
Regular Sessions.. 7 30 - 10 Mon thru Sot ond Sunday
Beginners Session Sot 10.1 2& 2-4
Perties b Appointment
a411/rxa-g-0
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comrartisas :01)
2 01
Make it as perfect as the season
0
As we do not sub-rent you'll be able to view the many, styles and colors in stock, thenmake your decision. After you have made your decision you will receive service and fittingfrom concern's' people with over 40 years combined experience in the tuxedo business.
Located





















Look in the section in which




Mar. 2110 Apr. 201 lirolA
Objectivity and a strong sense
of realism needed. Don't look
for much cooperation from ,
others and don'tcount on luck to .
see you through day's ups and
downs.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 29••
A day for listening!
Something hinted at will be of
more importance than what is
actually said; may put your
thoughts on an entirely new
• track.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
A bit of daring could pay off
now. Don't hesitate to try
unique ideas, methods. You're
thinking along the right lines.
CANCER
(June22 to July 23)
. Influences, somewhat ad-
verse now, . suggest that yo-u
avoid antagonizing others. If
necessary to assert your views
during discussion, do so
dispassionately.
. LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) afigi
You now have a chance to
Create a truly great impression
of yourself. Don't lose out by
flouting convention or being
otherwise indiscreet.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
This day may bring a .
challenge to your adaptability.
Throw in your lot with the op-
position if there is no other way
to achieve your aims., -
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) .An
If you don't get all the
cooperation you expected, don't
worry about it. Try working
things out another way — quite
possibly with better results.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Meet'
Don't run with the con-
formists now. A little daring
could pay off — which usually
iterisTARIUSthose born in this Sign.
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) .
Caution urged in financial
matters. In all spending, keep
one eye on reserves. Don't
deplete them.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
Saturn auspicious. You have
fine opportunities to advance,.
so seek them out and don't sit
mooning while others ttake their
place in the sun.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some changing situations. Be
alert, ready to take prompt
action, and be guided by
procedures which have proved
successful in the past.'
PISCES




Meet as many people as you
can now — studying them ob-
jectively and listening to all
points of view. You will not only
enjoy the contacts, but widen
your mental horizons con-
siderably.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
intense and lively individual
a real "firecracker': in both
your personal and professional
life. Your attitude toward
associates is extremely out-
going and you possess an
unusual flair for the dramatic.
With all this, you are within, a
softly sensitive pefton, caring
deeplyfer-igheveaed-eeleelly
suffering over -man's inhu-
manity to man." No matter
what career you adopt, you will,
almost inevitably, make time to
devote yourself to causes
designed to improve the
common lot. Career-wise, you
would make an intense and
dynamic actor, a brilliant at-
torney or jurist, a powerfully
persuasive writer, a highly
sensitive musician — in almost
any field. Birthdate- of: Franz
Liszt, world-renowned com-
poser; Sarah Bernhardt,





Golden Age Club To
Hold l'artv Satiirdav
Members of the Golden Age
Club will have a Halloween
party Saturday evening,
October 23, at the Ellis
Community Center 6:30 p.m.
Cards and other games will
be played. Prizes will be given
for .the best costumes;
however costumes are op-






Sensational bargains throughout the store!
Famous-Name
Foundations
REGULAR 6.00 TO 7.00
299 TO 5"
Wanted styles from Maidenform and Playtex. A
nice color and.size range is available for your
selection. Buy and save today!






Save on an exciting
shipment of the
newest fall styles in





Save today on all fall shoes and boots by the most
famous makers in the business. -You'll want





REG. 140.00 & 165.00
Leather coats at a price you can afford
Wanted fashion colors and styles in sizes
8 to 20. lay-away your coat today!
Flattering Missy Sizes!
Pantsuits
Reg. 50.00 to 58.00
3990
Save up to 18.10 on a fine tion
of wanted missy pant i!, - 'lids
and prints. Hurry




Our Regular 6.00 to IS.00
NOW 1/3 OFF
Savetoday on long and Abrt robes, long and short gowns.
pajamas and scuffs. Buy today!
Trimmed with plush rabbit fur!
PANT COATS
Our Regular 110.00 Coats
88°°
Save 22.00 on two fur-trimmed coat styles. Choose from
tab-closing or wrap with tie belt. Save!
Beautiful Solids arid Prints'
UMBRELLAS
I ur firgular 7 011 I mbr
3"
A special group of beautiful umbrellas at a super savings of
3.01. Nice for gifting too!
 •
All Bea utyrnist Styles Now thru Nov. 6th!
BEAUTYMIST
HOSIERY
BUY TODAY AND SAVE!
Our Regular 1.69 Now Only 1.39
Our Regular 2.69 Now Only: 2.19





ISave 1 1.1 2 today on beautiful suede patch jarkos Chs•.






Two $50 gift certificates will be given away'
0
•
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Want to 'Hide' Nudity
Frorn 10 Year Old
By Abigail Van Buren
976 by Oncost) Tnetinf...N blew, Synd Inc
Tau Phi Lambda Holds
Meet At Andrus' Home
The Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Omicron Alpha
Chapter, Woodmen of the
World met September 28 at the
home of Martha Andrus with
Ernestine Garland as co-
hostess.
Cynthia Hari, president,
presided. The roil. was called
,.and the minutes read by the
secretary, Diana Lyons.
Correspondence was read by
Carol McDougal.
Jeanie Lamb made a report
on Family Night and it was
noted that Cynthia Hart was
named "Little Missed
Murray" in the pageant. -
Donna Garland reported on
DEAR ABBY: Our 10-year-old daughter 1111 call her 
the skating party held for
Mary) has been bathing her 5-year-old brother...for two Rangers and Rangerettes.
,..years. She does a- good job, and it's a big help 'to. heir Approximately 50 members
mother's aching. back. - 'attended with sorority
Last week Mary's little girlfriend, whom I'll call Amy,
slept over. Mary let Amy help bathe her little brother. You
won't believe this, but the next day Amy's mother phoned
me to say that she and her husband were "furious"
because we allowed Amy to see a naked male! She said
they hadn't planned on telling Amy the facts of life until
she reached puberty, but since she saw a naked boy, she's
asking lots of questions they aren't prepared to answer..
She also said that Amy could not stay overnight at our
home again.
Abby, Mary's bathing her little brother was so normal
and innocent for this household that I never gave it a
second thought. How can I explain to Mary why Amy
can't sleep over again? I don't wept the girls to think
they've done anything wrong, because in my view they
haven't.
FLABBERGASTED
. DEAR FLABBERGASTED: Tell Mary the truth, that
not all parents handle nudity and sex education the same
way. And without putting Amy's parents down, explain
that they prefer the hush-hush, dress-in-the-closet'ap-
proach, while you take the more casual, open, no-big-deal
attitude. I P.S. I think your approach is healthier.)
DEAR ABBY: A woman wanted to know if medical,
treatment was in order for her husband, who had lately
lost all interest in sex. If that letter is from Phoenix, Ariz:7
it's from my wife, and I'd like to answer her this way:
Dear Wife: No, my dear, medical treatment is not in
order for ME, but it may be that YOU could use some.
When I married you 10 years ago, you were 5 foot 3 and
weighed 117. Today you won't even get on a scale, but I
know you must weigh at least 170 and are about six ax
handles across the rear.
Since bearing our two wonderful children, you have
decided that your job is done, so you feed Your face and
grow fatter. The housework never gets done unless you're
expecting company.
I'm not planning on leaving you. I think too much of the
kids. But I must admit that the thought of kicking your
fat can all the way back to Le Mars, Iowa, has crossed my
mind a couple of times.
FED UP IN PHOENIX
DEAR ABBY: A woman who belongs to my bridge club
recently made a needlepoint sampler bearing the following
message: "NEEDLEPOINT HAS REPLACED SEX!"
She framed it and hung it in her den where we play
bridge.
Ever since she displayed it, no one has had the nerve to
bring- out her needlepoint—even when she's dummy.
SELF-CONSCIOUS
Making light of breakfast._
On a diet? Seems as if we all are at one time or -
,Another. Unfortunately, many dieters are notorious
for cutting out meals entirely ... especially break-
fast. A skipped breakfast can lead to the midmorhing
evil of a blueberry Danish, or a jelly-filled donut.
Stave off the 10 a.m. "hungries" with a breakfast
that's light, yet satisfying. Build the morning meal
around soup. The following soups contain a small
number of calories per 10-ounce serving, when
prepared according to label directions.
Beef broth  35 calories
Beef consomme 40 calories
Chicken broth  50 calories
Chicken gumbo  70 calories
1----1 
During a lifetime the average
  human heart beats 2 1/2
k?   billion times!
members as chaperones.
Bettye Baker made a report
on Miss Rangerette Pageant.
Rangers. and Rangerettes
Will have a Halloween Party
Monday, October 25 from 6: 30-
8:00 p. m, at the Woodmen of
the World Building. Several
members of the sorority will
help with the party.
The scholarship committee
was appointed with Ann Spann
as Chairperson and Glenda
Smith and Jean Richerson as
members. .
The Outstanding Citizens
Committee was also appointed
with Phyllls,, WIALaty as
Chairperson, anit Martha
Andrua, Carol McDougal and
Jeanie Lamb as members.
Glenda Smith won the door






Cynthia Hart, Jeanie Lamb,
Martha Andrus, Phyllis
Whitney, Bettye Baker, Diana
Lyons, Donna Garland, Ann
Spann, Ernestine Garland,
Carol McDougal, Glenda
Smith, and Loretta Jobs.
The next meeting will be
held October 26 at the home of
Sandra Henry with Martha
Andrus as co-hostess.
A social for members and
husbands was held October 12
at Devantl's. Eighteen people
attended and enjoyed a lovely
meal.
,%Irs. Don Nelson Is Honored With
Shower Held At The Delaney Home
Mrs. Don Nelson was
honored with a baby shower in
the home of Mrs. Ted Delaney
on Tuesday. evening, October
S.
Hostesses for the special
occasion were Mrs. Donnie
Danner, Mrs. Jerry Nelson,
Mrs. Bob Sanderson, and Mrs.
Delaney.
Mrs. Nelson and her
mother-in-law, Mrs_ Alfred
Duncan, were presented with
lovely daisy and carnation
corsages.
The refreshment table was
decorated with a blue and pink
tablecloth. A beautiful bird's




antique show and sale will be
held' at the Paducah ' Civic
Center on Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday.
- Hours will be five to ten p.
m. Friday, eleven a. m. to nine
p. m. Saturday, and twelve
noon to six p. m. on Sunday.
Many items will be offered
for sale including silver,
jewelry, coins, dolls, lamps,
glassware of all kinds, cut
glass, etc., according to Jean








Craig Darnell; vice president:
Julie Gargus; secretary: Kim




is p eased to announce
The Ken-Bar
al Dinner Club
THE KEN BAR DINNER CLUB
During the nut le« days, a limited number of people will be invited to join this marvelous new innovation indining excellence As a member you will receive:
12 FREE DINNERS,OF YOUR CHOICE
Ai a member of the Dinner Club. you may dine any evening in our Harbour House Dining Room All you need to
do is to be accompanielby one guest and purchase one dinner. The other dinner is free
THE COST OF MEMBERSHIP IS JUST $20 FOR THE ENTIRE YEAR
In order to insure our finest service, the number of members in the Dinner Club must be strickly limited. We
suggest that you place your reservation for Club Membership soon as possible in the event the roster is filled
before you receive your personal invitation.
Telephone 362-8321
Ken Bar Inn
Hwy. 641, Gilbertsyille, Kentucky
baby's rattler was used as the
centerpiece and later
presented to the honoree.
Cake squares decorated with
pink and blue icing bootees
were served along with a
delicious pineapple and




Wilma Sims, Gladys Nanney,
Betty Phillips, Faye Barrow,
Ann Tucker, Katherine
Russell, and Marietta Danner.
Thursday, October 21
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
7:30p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at'
the Ellis Community Center at
7:30p.m. ,
Fitt- Baptist Church Baptist
Young Women will meet at the
home of Mrs. Mike Robertson
at seven p. m.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:30 p.
m. 1.;.,ith Faye Wells as guest
speaker.
Uazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Community
Center at seven p.m.
Purchase Area ...Home-
makers will meet at We
MSU Ballroom with Dr. Scott
Pricer as speaker.
Swine flu clinics will be held
al the MSU 'Livestock and
Exposition Center from ten a.
m to five p.m.
Friday, October 22
Twin Lakers Good-Sam Club
will hold its monthly campout
at Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes, with
Charlie and Gayle Adams as
wagonmasters. A hamburger
supper is planned Saturday
night.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a, m. and 12:30
p.m.
Murray Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet





will begitrat eight p. m. in the
Murray State University
Theatre. Admission is fifty
cents per person or by season
ticket. .
Swine Flu Clinic will be at
51tU Livestock and
Exposition Center from ten a.
m. to five p. m.
Saturday, October 23 .
Willing Workers Club will
'serve a fish fry and barbecue
dinner at the Hazel Com-
munity Center starting at two
p.m.
Chapter M. PEO will have a
breakfast at the home of Mrs.
A. C. LaFollette at nine a. m.'
Mrs. Larry Doyle will haye
the program.
Murray Shrine Club will
have a dance at the Murray
Country Club at nine p. m.
Rummage sale will be held
at the American Legion Hall
starting at seven a. m.,
sponsored by Kappa Omicron
Phi honorary society.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will hold a
luncheon meeting--at the club.
house at twelve noon with Dr.
Edwin Strohecker as speaker.
Murray Squarenaders• will
meet in the meeting room of
MSU Livestock and-
Exposition Center, from 7:30
to eleven p. m. with Lefty Tidd
of Sebring, Fla., as caller.
Visiting dancers are welcome
and call Joe Cowin at 762-3393
for information,
East Calloway School FTC
will have a turkey shoot at the
school froth nine a.m. to dark:
Saturday, October 23
Members of Golden Age
Club will have a Halloween
,party at the Ellis Community
Center at 6:30 p.m. Cards
and other games will be
played, refreshments serVed,
..and prizes for the hest
costumes given.
Independence United
Methodist Church will have a
yard sale at 1004 Payne Street
starting at nine a.m. In case of




will have a breakfast at
Perkins Pancake House from
seven to 8:30 a.m. with Neva
Gray Allbritten as guest
speaker,. Woman of the year
will be named and the group
will attend church together at
.10:45 a.m.
Sunday, October 24
Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
East Calloway PTC, will be






UNICEF in various areas of




freezer storage ,periods for .
chicken properly frozen at 0
degrees or below are from a
November Family Circle
pullout-and-save freezer cook-
book: CM up chicken, 9
months; whole birds, 12
months; liver 1 month. Fried
dilcken, 4 months. Cooked
chicken, in casseroles, pies or






















Kodei fiber Filled Hooded Pont Coot




REG. 24.99 TO 29.99
15 9 9
Polyester fabrics in new-tone solids and




long oresses. I piece dresses, I /
nrnsses and skirt sets / 3 to 40 0 OFF
In Mae d •
Regular l.8.99 to 35.99
FALL COORDINATE SPORTSWEAR
3" ,ier lockets pants. sweaters
tops sh,rts 'eon lops




— for you lo 99
give es a .gilt
Sc'theml and
REGULAR UP TO 9.99
399
FASHION JEANS
Repeat of a Sellout
ksto,,,,ecir Another shipment
of pri- Aushed denims in all
4.),, 1i)vorite styles REGULAR 19.99
[gushed and Nylon
SLEEPW EAR
Regular 6.00 to 13.00
9 9to399 
,Nylonbond brushed gowns in long
and short lengths. Sleet' coats .
included. Now is the flip to lay
away for gifts — or for yourself
The holidays are cominj vp and
theso low prices•Are hero,
TODAY. Don't-delay!
• Beh s Charqo • Bank Arne,,cord • Move Chr3,
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER•OPEN NIGHTS TILL 96SUNDAY I to 6
• FREE
TRIP FOR TWO TO
LAS VEGAS
YOU WIN ALL THIS:
* 4 DAYS & 3 NIGHTS AT A
FABUI.-OUS HOTEL
* ROUND TRIP AIR FARE
* DELUXE ROOM




* $250.00 SPENDING MONEY
* $160.00 LADIES WARDROBE
r DON'T FORGET TO REGISTER




I You must be 18 to register. WINNER
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How well a child starting mature ind can process_more in-
school can get his teeth into his formation than it previously
studies may depend, quite could. - ---
literally, on his teeth: -- 
. _ _.
His research, says Silvestro,
The American Dental Associ- supports the maturation
ation reports that conclusion theorists, who believe that chil-from a-study being conducted 'by ilren Must be physiologically and
John Silvestro, professor of edu- cognitively ready to learn, as op-
cation at State University Col- posed to behavior theorists who
lege at_Fredonia, N.Y. Dr. Si!" contend that teaching efforts can
vestro found that ,the more per- speed up the process.
manent teeth first grade boys •






By M. C. Garrett
tests that predict future reading fore he is ready may lead to so- 
Wfleflithought .
• "1 cant, he replied. "That's theCathryn, daughter Kay and I were on . „ .success. (The correlation for cial and emotional adjustment— our first trip into the northeast. We had Eirtce. 
Everybody in ,he place just roared.girls included in the study was Problems, he says. 
"Schools...id- 
been to Concord walked across the
inconclusive.) ter all, can be a stressful situ- • 'bridge where "the shot heard around and for a feu minutes I wished I could. 
have crawled into one of Paul Reveres"It appears that when the per-- ation where youngsters have to the world" was fired, and had stood on,
saddle bags %hitch were hangingmanent teeth come in, 95 per share and cooperate with their_ the village green at Lexington where
British Red- nearby - at least, they lookedhleehis.cent of the head development is peers. They also have to learn to the Minutemen and the 
completed," says Silvestro, who work with an unfamiliar adult — coats started really playing for keeps., . 
When we, got back into the car,
wouldn't have to get it in bttle piece's if!
dropped it and had to buy it, I, too, held
it up to. the fight and looked through it.Amid all the Bicentennial hoopla and
the accentuation of our Early American ,  +
I comon't see anything particular inheritage, I'm reminded of a a brush
with history which- I -had lb a New • AL-"N"' "ukt he -tett- last hY
looking at it that this was made inEngland antique shop several years
17951" I asked myself.ago. I was browsing through Gobel
Still carefully holding it in hand,s,Moodys barns a couple of weeks* ago
I called across the barn to- the'rwner,'gathering the notes fivm wtich
How could t.ti tell this was madeinTuesday's column was. put together -
- . 1795?"f •
Cathryn remarked. "I'm glad I wasn'tWe were taking in Ls many of thewas assisted in<the study by Dr. the teacher." historical shrines and reading as Many over there with ou when you asked
Anthony R. Leone, a Fredonia Not to mention the stress of all of the roadsidildaques as we could
you just wat, in the car."
that silly goes: ion Next time, why don't
dentist. Permanent teeth appar- those new teeth coming in. sandwich between stops at antique
en-tly-- serve as a - bielogie— - (Reprinted wits permission rthePs•- which -ace- -thicker in- - New- — —..„„
'Nit car. inciderna'lly, was our first"signal" that the brain is more from the Santa Ana Register) England then 'harnburgdr. stands in
..- Volkswagen. a [le red "bug." We.hadMurilty.
- left St. Lows with only 300 miles
showing on the speedometer. We drove
3,400 miles on that trip and kept
careful records of everything we spent
for gas and servicing. When we got
home and tallied -it ,all up, our tran-
Wortation - for the three of us - had
cost only one _penny a mile. We 'had
spent $34:-02 on'ihe trip.
Today, ,y4.e'd be lucky_ to get to
Calumbus,Ohio, for that with gasoline






'NEW* YORK AP) - The National
Association of Business Economists
seems to think the current economic
weakness is _merely a pause in the
recovery, but that a more pronounced
slowing of growth might occur a year
from now.
The 1977 consensus forecast is for
continued expansion at a fairly even
rate "at least through the second or
third quarter," but accompanied by a
sharp, 10 per cent rise M the Consumer
Price Index.
"Curiously," they announced, uthe
consensus forecasts a --continuous
decline in the imemploynient rate
throughout the year 1977."
Meeting in San Francisco, the-
economists announced that an analysis
of their forecasts showed them to be
expecting a 1977 final-quarter decline in
the rate of increase in real Gross
National Product, profits, housing
starts and spending for personal. big
tiCket items.
The economists, whose forecasts
were made more than -a-month ago,
have had an uneven record. While they
credit themselves with a fairly good
forecast for 1976, the one for the
preceding year, in, their words, "is.
better forgotten." •
Here is the breakdown:
"Gross National Product in current
dollars will rise from $1,697,000,000 in
1976 to $1,855,600,000 in 1977. Those
figures, however, included inflation.
Using 1972 dollars so as ro measure
both years by the same standatd, the
economists expect growth to be from
81,268,000,000 in 1976 to $1,332,700,000 in
1977.
-Consumer Price Index. "Our
forecast of the Consumer Price Index
prottides an insight to how our
respondents have built inflation into
their forecasts." The peak inflation is
forecast for the second and third
"quart era,
,Itie!etti
taxes are forecast to rise to $166.9
billion from $148 billion in 1976. That
wouldbe-a- 12.8 per cent increase.
The economistr expect that profits
will strengthen during the second and
third quarters of 1977, followed by a
I Let's Stay Well
Removing A Foreign
Object From The Ear
market decline in growth during the
final hree Mont hs.
-Industrial production. The rate of
growth will tend to rise through the'
second quarter of 1977. "A marked
decline in the rate of increase is
forecast thereafter."
-Private housing starts are expected
to grow only slightly in the first
quarter, more strongly in the second
quarter, rather weakly in the third
quarter, and to decline, in absolute
terms, in the final quarter of 1977.
The economists expect the Dumber of
starts for the year to total 1,656,000,,
compared with an estimated 1,480,000
for 1976. -'
-Unemployment. 'The forecast is for
a 6.8 per cent rate in 1977, compared
with an estimated 7.5 per cent in 1976.
The consensus of the economists is
that the rate will decline in the fourth
quarter of this year and that the decline
will continue through eacli 'quarter of
1977.
-Interest rates. Higher. The median
forecast is for a steady rise .in the air of an experienced antique buff
drifted over to Where the bowl I hadreturn on new issue& of three-month
Treasury bills. The rate i forecast to seen them discussing was displayed. ft
It was pretty and sparkled in thebe 5.76 per cent in the first 'quarter,
4. sunlight streaming down through arising to 6.68 per cept by the fourth.
Summarizing, the consensus of skylight. It even gave off the clean ring
of real cutglass when I thumped itforecasts is that there is less to be
gently. Picking it up carefully* so Iconcerned with during the present •
pause than with the anticipate:d
weakening of the economy during the
latter part of 1977. _ -
Rising prices and interest rates are
expeeted to accompany slowdown in
production increases, side by side with
what would appear to be a contradic-
tory improvement in the employment
situation.
Bible Thought
This short little book of the
New Testament has a truly
important message for our age.
Read it all.
. We had stopped at one such place out
in the Vermont countryside. It had been
ant old farm barn; but it had been
remodeled; not a great deal but enough
without losing its identity and
Revolutionary 'period "charm." he „
fellow who ran it, apparently, was a
*smart, meticulous businessman.
He had everything from horseshoes
to musket on display and every
single' piece had a code number on it,
even down to each nail in a box of them
supposedly made and used during the
early ,days of our country. As he would
sell an item, he would remove the
numbered tag or sticker and check it off
in a big book heltept on his desk:
44++++
At one point, he and Cathryn were on
one side of the barn. I was on the other,
browsing around and wishing we could'
get on down the road. I noticed the
owner pick up a-cutglass bowl of some
kind. They looked at. it for a moment,
then he •held it up to' the light as-if
checking its vintage 'or something.
"Seventeen ninety five," I heard him
say.
"Hrn-m-m," I thought. "That must be
something really old."
Thinking I would get a closer look at
it, I dilly dallied alai% until the two of
them moved onto other part of the
barn. Then I nonchalantly and with the
Isn't It The Truth
-- No matter how good things seem to
be, there is always something hanging
over us that scares the socks off us.
Consumer spending is so high,. the
economy' is so strong, the people are so
filthy with cash and the politicians so
bold that the thinkers think the U.S. can,
become too much enriched-which
possibly explains the rumor that the
White House may set an example in
retrenchment by sending Henry'
• le 
Kissinger away for a while.
preach the annual sermon.Keep yourselves in the love of OTHER PAPERS SAY New officers of the Murray Unit ofGod, looking' for the mercy of Why do we hold elections on the National Hairdressers are Mrs.
-ear -1.-614-1k-nrs,--e1rist—tmttr--VuestaYst-104-4kestwoP`Nle-"'""r7JerririTtfir1cin Jea weeks, - k,fis
10 Years Ago
1;,4vo special projects of the Murray'
Lions Club for November are the tight
Bulb Sale and the Radio Auction, ac-
cording to Vernon Anderson, president
of the club.
Four men stole nearly $2,000 from the
Alexander Help Yourself Grocery at
Main and Second Streets ionOctober 18
The report of the robbery was nct
published earlier at the-request of the
Sheriffs office.
A defense .of - the profit motif • -was
offered yesterday by W. C. Elkins when
he spoke at the Murray Rotary Club
meeting.
Dan McDaniel, Becky Moore,
Beverly Ann Gook and Eddie Grogan,
all of Murray, are members. of the
Murray State University Choir.
'The homes of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Roa4 and Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis
were visited in the homes' tour held by
the Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
20 Years Ago
Pfc. Dan Shipley left -Germany
October 15 after being stationed at
Nurnberg for two years as a medic with
the United States Army. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Shipley.
Deaths reported include tOran B.
Jones, age 47, Cletus Wilson, William h..
Morton. age 68, and Mrs. Charles H.
Farris, age 67, •
The Blood River Baptist Association
will meet at Calvert City October 24 and
25 with Bro. M. M. Hampton of Hazel as
moderator. Bro. T. U. Shelton Will
eternal life. Jude 21. world -and Texas-hold elections on Judy Adams, Mrs. Edith Sledd. and
Saturday's when most everybody's - Nit- Kathryn Lax. - -
home and it's far easier to vote for, Births reported inClude a boy, Clif-
even work for, favorite candidates. Is ford Keith; to Mr. and Mrs. Franklin H.
there 4ny good reason not to change Dibble on October 7.
Election Day to Saturday" Forbes.
What should be done when a
small foreign object bermes
lodged in the ear?
The answer Seek professional
help,Don't try home treatment.
The external auditory canal.
lined wit skin, wax and hairs,
leads inward in a slightly curved
fashion to the eardrum.
Small objects, like beads.
peanuts, stones or an insect. may
be introduced into the canal by a
child or a careless adult. If the
foreign body is left in the canal
for longer than several hours, ir-
ritation may cause swelling and
pain. especially if Or object fits
-tightly against the skin.
Progrissive inflammation may
follow if the foreign object is not
removed, and the pain may
grow severe. •
Conditions may be made
worse by clumsa. traumatic
efforts to remove the object. Dig-
ging at the object in poor light
with inappropriate inStruments
and undue pressure is painful
By F.I.L Blasingame, MD
and dangerous. The skin of the
canal may swell and ('tie
eankurn may be injured.
Its best to seek help at an
emergency room of a hospital or
at the office of a 'physician,
preferably an ear. nose and
throat specialist. if me is availa-
ble:
Mcst of the accidents occur in
children, who try to fit an object
'into their ears only to have it
pass inward and out of reach
If the victim as treated rather
promptly alter the foreign body
has been caught in the ear canal.
the treatment of choice is to
-wash411e object .eut ef-the ear
with a forceful stream of warm.
soapy water-
It is essential to explain to the
child that the water is warm to
make it more comfortable. Some
can he squirted agadist the
child's hand or cheek to explain
what is to be done. He should
also be told that water in his ear
will rhake a now but will be
painless, thus avoiding a
frightening surprise when he
hears the gushing water as it
surges into his ear.
When the warm water is for-
cefully squirted into the canal,
' some of the water passes the
foreign body. eddies behind it
and floats out of the canal.
It the canal is swollen and will
ñpermit the foreign body to
escape by washing with water, a
general anesthetic may be re-
quired to relieve the pain and
permit careful extraction of ths
foreign object.
Young children who are seen
playing -with Sanaa objects and
Irving to plecethem in their ears
should be cautioned and told
about the dangers. Prevention is
the best' treatment. -
Q. Mrs. J.K. has heard Ames
about a new kind of arthritis,
found in Connecticut and would
bite informatiOn-atota It. -
A: The acute arthritis to which
you refer is also called
arthritis" and has been identified
in the..Connecticut River Valle
The disease may be new or an
old our coming untie!' observa•
tion. The condition appears to
spread by insects (ticks and or
mosquitoes). The symptoms art'
similar to rheumatoid arthritis
With fever, joint swelling. • red ,
ness and general fatigue "Hie
cause is unknov/h, but it ma',
a virus The disease is self-limil•
mg, but bouts may recur
VIP
Q Mrs. (IV says that she ha'.
never regularly eaten breaidasi
She now has children who eat a
hurried breakfast before rushing
to school; and she would like the.
facts about succms at school and
eating breakfast.
A In the case of school
children, studies show that
!urger impairs learnmodand







by Sen. Richard Ireisenberger
It is a sad but true fact that it often
takes a major tragedy to awaken in the
minds of legislators the need for better
safety laws. A case in point is the Scotia
mine disaster which - occurred in
Eastern Kentucky last March, which
took the lives of 26 men.
As a direct result of the Scotia
episode, new mine safety legislation
will be proposed in the special session
of the Kentucky General Assembly
called by Gov. Carroll later this fall.
The governor appointed a task -force
representing all phases of the mining
industry to study' the safety problem
and that group - the Deep Mine safety
Commission - last week ended its work
with a legislative package designed to
reduce the chances of mine disasters.
The program calls for: '
-The appointment ot -Safety --
analysts and the requirement that an
analyst visit each mine at least four
times a year
-The Department of Mines and
Minerals to upgrade its first-aid
program to the medical technician
levelasapplied_toininingikvidents.
-That all applicants for a foreman's
job reteive training and pass a test_
-To require all mines to certify that
they are within 60 minutes of a pained
mine rescue team. If none is available,
the state Services would be made
available.
--To place amine rescue and training
Letter To The. Editor
.Supports Hoteerion
Dear Editor:
Bill Howerton is a candidate for
Judge of the Kentucky Court of
Appeals in Division No. 2 of our district. •
Most people recognize his name and
identify him because of his work as City
Manager in Paducah. This recognition
and , identification is justifiably
deserved because of the ex-cellent job
he has done in that capacify.
Bill Howerton is General Counsel for
The Paducah Bank, and Trust Com-
pany, having served in this capacity for
the last six years. His service to this •
bank has been truly. outstanding. The
advice which be has given has been
excellent; the patience which he has
- demonstrated with difficult problems
has been rewarding; and the _stature
and respect which the bank has gained
through his counsel have contributed
greatly to the success of the bank.
We, at The Paducah Bank and Trust
Company, know him well, and he
certainly has our fullest endorsement
for- the juageship he seeks. We do not
have any hesitation in urging everyone




vehicle in each of the state's five nune
inspection districts.
The commission proposals were met
with mixed reaction. United Mine
Workers officialt say it is not com-
prehensive enough and mine operators
claim it is all that can be done within
the realm of reasonable costs.
Personally, I will have to review the
proposals further before nbaiiimotaiirial
judgment. Part of the difficulty. lies in
the fact that many legislators know
practically nothing about the mining
industry. and its needs. I have never
been inside of a deep mine and I will
have to rely on the judgment of those
legislators from coal-producing
districts.
Two major problems already have
come to light. The first is that sufficient
- trained personnel will-not be available
'to staff all of the positions at the
beginning and it may be several years
 before they are fully trained.
The second is the age-old problem9f
money: 'Everyone agrees that the cost
to both operators and the state will be
substantial but no one knows the exact
amount. •
I am hopeful that the special session
will produce a mine safety law that will
result in a much better safety record
for the Kentucky mining industry and




U.S San Walton "Dom" Naddlootoa
3327 Datum WWI"
Woaltington, 0 C 20510
U.S. San. V. •ft11.11 H tsrd(D(
1121 Oirksan IvildiM
alashingtear D. C. 20510
U S Rap Carro4124•66011. Jr (13)
423 011.011 Noose Offiiallon4404..
Wasktootwe, D. C. 20513 _
All U 5 Senators and Representoosre,
may be reached by telephone by drol•ny
202 114 3121 where o U S Capdo
, operator writ cored the 00
hoolorvoot rho.-re
State level
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For further information contact
' John Dale Brookshire or Davic! Eckman: 753-0117
ALPHA GAMMA RHO
c/o John Dale Brookshire
1807 Coldwater Road
Murray, Ky., 42071
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LAKER JAYVEE CHEERLEADERS—Junior varsity cheerleaders at Calloway County High School this season are top row, left to
right, Tommi Crouse, Karol Kemp, Susan Byars, LaDon Dowdy and Nancy Murdock. Front row, Ellen Mahan, Regina Cunningham
and Jan Potts. (Stet Photo by Mike {neon I
Tiger Battle Friday As
Murray Plays At Hoptown
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Football teams aren't like
politicians.
You can look at the record of
a politician and make a logical
guess at just what you can-
expect.
But records of ' football
teams are very deceiving.
John Hina can attest to that.
Hina's Murray High Tigers
are 6-1 on the season and will
be playing an 8 p. m. cohtest
Friday night at Hopkinsville,
a team which is 1-6 on the
year.
-Without any question, I
doubt if there are many teams
that are as fundamentally
sound and hit as hard as they
40," Hina said of Hoptown.
-They have the 'same
characteristics of ,the usual
Hoptown club...they_ are big,
agressive and hit you hard.
It's really kind of unbelievable
to think they are 1-6 from what
we have seen of them on
film," Hine added.
Hopkinsville opened its
season with a 14-12 win over
Trigg County: Lest we forget,
—*that is not the same Trigg
 Tigers Stats
front line that averages
around 200 pounds. Their
tackles all go over 200 and
their defensive ends are 195
and 185. Plus they have a lot of
speed in the backfield with
-Billy Lewis and they have
serveral other fine runners,"
Hina added.
Lewis has rushed for 483 ,
yards this season in 111
carries. He has scored 32
points.
His runningmate, Doug
Irvan, may or may not play
Friday. Irvan is one of several
Hoptown players who has
been battling the flu this week.
One Of the defensive aces for
Hoptown may miss the game
with Murray. Bill Swirmey, a
5-10, 210-pound z' junior
defensive tackle, was carried
off the field on a Stretcher last
week at Ashland.
Though his knee injury is
not serious enough to keep him
out for the season, he is listed
as a doubtful starter. Also
possible out will be defensive
tackle Paul White, who was
rated by the Courier-Journal
County club Murray defeated-
35-0 two weeks ago. Then, the
Woldcats had Vic Grubbs in
the backfield and several
other" powerful runners.
Again,st Murray High, Trigg
County did not have those
folks.
Since their opening win over
the Wildcats, Hoptown has lost




Ashland. To say the least,
Hoptown has had a "killer
scqedule."
In their last two outings,.
Hoptown has been tough. They
lost 18-7 to Mayfield then rode
across the state to lose 21-14 to
rugged Ashland last week.
"We heard Mayfield was so
bruised up after they played
Hoptown that they had to take
the following Monday off
practice," Hina said.
"It's going to be a real tough
game for us. Coach Fleming
Thornton is resigning after
this season and this is really a
big game for his kids. They
will really be after us.
"They have - a defensive
Sears
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early this season as the top
defensive player in the state.
However, White's injury has
reportedly been progressing
well and he may see action
Friday.
The • big plays have hurt
Hoptown -this year. Against
Ashland, they were killed on
touchdown -runs of 65 and 39
yards. Hoptown is tough on the
short yardage play but on
sweeps, the club often has
defensive breakdowns.
Murray High is coming off
two consecutive shutout wins,
35-0 over Trigg County and 34-
last Friday in the
'Homecoming bout with
Marshall County.
We felt real good about our
game with Marshall County.
The first two times we had the
ball, we scored. We were real
proud of our kids. Though they
and the fans knew basically,
Marshall County wasn't a real,
strong club, we were still fired
up and ready to play when the
game started."
Hina said much of the credit
__for his outstanding club
belongs to his outstanding
-"group of assistant coaches.
' "Coach Jimmy Harrell has
shown us a lot of fine
leadership in his work with the
defensive players.," Hina said.
"Mark Brady has done an
outstanding job with the line
and Tommie Turner has done
a`super job with the receivers
and wideouts. A lot. of times,
people fail to see the downfield
blocking we get from our
receivers.
"Coach Rick Fisher has
been outstanding working
with the backs and Coach
Cary Miller, who has done a
lot of our scouting plus helping
with the defensive Itrie, has
Alone a super job too. We've
lost Coach Miller now though,








"My assistant coaches have
spent many hours witluxie-and-:
with the kids. They are more
than willing to do anything for
our program, regardless of
how much time it takes.
"I really feel we have the
best-assistant, coaches in the
United States," Hina added.
Murray High goes into the
game with some awesome
statistics. The Tigers have
scored 192 points while the
opponents have scored only 20.
"I don't think there are
many teams who are 6-1 and
have scored as marl,' points as
we have and given up so few.
We're not trying to be over-
optimistic or anything like
that, it's just that we feel very
good about our program and
our kids," Hina added
After the game with Hop-
town, the Tigers return to
- - Holland Stadiun; tieek from
Friday for the wason home
finale against a -'toligh Henry
eo County club before closmg out
the season on Vi.en.ber 5 at
18 Todd County Hi the only
• remaining Class AA District
game left on the schriulc:.
Unless there is a major
upset somewhere al()ng ,the66
line, Murray, Mayfield and
It Caldwell County will all three6
finish the District race in a tie.
6 A District repremiritative for
the post-season plarkffs will
42 2 not be determined until17 4





Reds To Try For Sweep
15) BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — The
Summer Game has become a
waiting game and the wait
could end tonight.
The World Series of 1976,
lacking the drama that most
the October Classics usually






Not the all-but-bored fans.
-I don't' like a day off. I
would like to get. it over with.
The season's over. I want to go
home," Cincinnati's Dave
Concepcion said after Wed-
nesday night's game was
washed out. -
-•A postponement doesn't do
a thing for us now," said
manager Billy Martin, whose
Yankees face the prospect of
being swept in four games, the
fir-st -team to go under in four
s ,.raight since Baltimore
rolled over Los Angeles in
1966.
• 'Why did you call the game
• .ff?" asked one upstate New
York fan, telephoning Bowie
Kuhn's office shortly after the
Commissioner's- 2 p.m.
decision to postpone the game.
Tonight's game begins at
8:30 p.m. EDT. If a fifth game
Is necessary, it- would be
played Friday. But when
Friday is not known.
'Because of the debate
between presidential can-
didates Jimmy Carter and
Gerald Ford, the game
originally scheduled for 8:30
p.m. may be pushed up to an
afternoon or twilight starting
tone.
• 'The presidential debate is
a concern," said a spokesman
for Kuhn's office.
The Reds came into this
Series trying to achieve a feat
unmatched by a National
League team since the 1921-22
New York Giants, namely to
win successive World Series.
Now the Yankees are trying
to achieve a feat never before
accomplished in the Series' 72-
year history, namely to win a
championship after losing the
first three ganies.
The Yankees say they are
not about to roll over and play
dead. "We're not quitters,"
said Martin. "I am not a
quitter and my guys aren't.
We have been a comeback
club all year." And second
baseman Willie Randolph
adds, "We can play our game
-met-come back . "
But Will McEnaney, the
reliever who took over for
rookie Pat Zachry and nailed
down Cincinnati's 6-2 victory
Tuesday night, sees things
differently.
The Yankees, he says, can't
keep playing their game
because it hasn't worked.
The pressure is really-
them now," McEnaney says.
"They have to throw away
their game plan and start
from scratch."
The Reds are sticking with
their game plan. That means
Gary Nolan will be pitching
for them tonight. If Martin
sticks to his plan, Ed Figueroa
will be the Yankee starter. But
the rain..delay has given him
an option. He could start
Catfish Hunter.
Sparky Anderson, the
outspoken manager of the
Reds, thinks this Series should
have ended a long time ago.
"The Series should be over by
October 1," he says. -That
would be best for everybody.
But then it is not my jbb to run
baseball."
His job is to run what he
believes is the best team in
several decades.
-I'd like to win the Series in
four games," he told newsmen
Wednesday. "In order to
make you ask the question,
'Are we as good as the old
Dodger and Yankee teams of
the 1950s?"
Last year against Boston,
Anderson said, the Reds did
not play as well as they were
capable of playing. This year,
he says, they want that sweep




The Murray High freshman
football team will close its
season tonight with a 6:30 p.
m. contest in Holland
Stadium.
. Murray . will take a 3-2
record into their contest with
powerful Grove Junior High of
Paris, a team that many
consider as the best group of
freshmen to be found in this
part of the country.
Earlier this season, Grove
_to& a 14-6 win over Mayfield.
That- is the only time Grove
has been scored upon.
Last week, the Tiger frosh
dropped a 14-12 contest at
Mayfield,
So for those sports fans who
don't particularly, care about
Watching the World Series,
tonight could well be your
chance to see two of the finest
frosh football teams to play in
Murray in a number of years.
of the great teams of all
time."
The Reds haven't displayed
as much of the power or op-
portunistic base-running as
_ might have been expected.
That's because their pitchers,
the one facet of their game
constantly being overlooked,
has been doing a great job
against the Yanks, limiting
them to six runs in the first
three games.
Americans Lose
WARSAW API — Poland
defeated the U.S. amateur
boxing team 6-5 in an
exhibition match Wednesday.







Valencia in the second round
of their 125-pound fight, and
heavyweight bronze medalist
John Tate of the U.S stopped














We have purchased 100 pontoons from Harris Flote-Bote Division — and are now being ship-
ped to us lqads at a time. These are seconds—meaning they may have a small dent or scratch or a weld not
as smooth as the quality standard of Flote-Bote demands. These are pressure tested and are just as ser-
viceable as the ones that come on our Harris Flote-Botes. These are all Made of heavy duty marine aluminum




Sizes run from... 16 feet in length — 19" diameter
20' in length — 19" diameter
24' in length — 19" diameter
28' in length — 19" diameter
24' irrlength — 21" diameter
28' in length — 21" diameter
For example the 20 ft. Pontoon is a popular size—regular list price is $361 plus freight.
We are selling it for...
275 Delivered in Murray
•
! 5% KentaCky Sales Tax Required, of course I
This is a chance of a lifetime to purchase permanent maintenance free flotation for whatever your needs.
Build‘your own pontoon boat for a fraction of the normal cost, replace those old rusty leaking steel ones for
the very best dock flotation, swim platform, nite fishing rig, duck blinds build a small houseboat on them —
with a little imagination the possible uses go on and on. If vou need pontoons — grab 'em now while
available.
—FIRST COME-FIRST SERVE--
Get one or one hundred from this mountainous pile of pontoons at Murray Sport and Marine.
Whatever yourilotation needs may be-see or call...
Mrs. Morris, Mike or Ralph Morris
So. 4th
Murray, Ky.
Murray Sport & Marine
Happy Holiday
Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Ky. Lake











OVC Race Could Be A Scramble
This Saturday could be a big day ui deciding who is going
to be in the running for the crown in the Ohio Valley Con-
ference.
As of now, Eastern Kentucky sports a 3-0 league record
while Tennessee Tech is 2-0 and Murray State is 2-1, with
the Racers being in sole possession of third place.
Eastern has the toughest assignment this weekend. They
play their annual grudge match with Western and this year,
the game is on the hill.
Eastern would have to be at least a two-touchdown
favorite because Western is struggling. In fact, Western is
struggling to the point they may not finish .500 in the league.
Tech is at Morehead and unless there is a major upset
Saturday, Tech should be 3-0 while Eastern will go to 4-0.
Where does that leave Murray?
The simple fact is Saturday is going to be the biggest
game of the season for the Racers. East Tennessee is going
to be tough to beat. Any team that scores-28- points off
Western is going to be tough to beat.
But, the Racers are going to have the advantage of the
momentum from last week's 24-20 win over Middle Ten-
nessee plus the simple fact the game is going to be played in
Stewart Stadium.
If the Racers should win, that would make the October 30
meeting in Richmond with Eastern the game of the year for
the Racers.
Also on October 30, Tech is at East Tennessee. If all three
contenders win this Saturday and should Murray upset
Eastern and East-Tennessee pall a mild upset at home by
beating Tech, it would be a three-way tie.
Most experts around the league think the championship
will be decided in Cookeville November 6. On thatdey, Tech
will host Eastern. Also, Murray will play at Clarksville
against Austin Peay where Racer wins have been rare over
the past years.
Eastern and Murray have open dates the 13th while Tech
is at home against Peay.
The final day of the season is November 20.
Eastern is home against Morehead, Murray is home
against Western and Tech is home against Middle.
It boils down to this: Eastern has four games in five
weeks, two 'of which are on the road. Murray has four
games in five weeks, two of which are on the road.
Tech has five games in five weeks, only two of which are
on the road.
It's really hard to say anyone has an advantage.
Anyone can beat anyone on a given Saturday. With the ex-
ception of Tech and Eastern, the league is weaker this
season than it has been since I've been at Murray and that
goes back to 1971.
Cross country fans should be in for a real treat this
weekend.
The Racers will be running a dual meet against powerful
Western Kentucky Saturday morning at the Murray Coun-
try Club. In all probability, Western will be running without
Olymtian Tony StayningS.
Both teams are hurting for a fifth man who is consistent
and this could be a very close race.
Also, the women will be holding an invitational meet
which will begin immediately after the men are finished
running.
We'll have more on the cross country later thi:s"week.
Nets To Sell Dr. J. To
76ers For Three Million
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK k Al' — The
New York Nets have reached
a written agreement in
principle to sell their star




Gourdine said early today.




"I have spoken to the
parties, the Philadelphia 76ers.
and the New York Nets and
Crippled Celtics To Begin
Season Tonight With Pacers
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The Boston Celtics, bloodied
and battered but as yet




Indiana Pacers in 'one of four
National Basketball
Association season openers.
Three new coaches will be
involved in tonight's other
games, all of them making
(heir debuts on the road.
SPe
The Los Angeles Lakers,
wi:h Jerry West at the helm,
Lake on the New York Knicks;
:he Houston Rockets open
under Tom Nissalke against
the -Atlanta Hawks, and the
Buffalo Braves, led by Tales
Locke, meet the _Milwaukee
Bucks.
The other members of the
22-team NBA begin their 81-
game seasons over the
weekend.
Boston, which beat Phoenix





A comfortable wagon in a size all its own..
The Aspen wagon does something that most other-wagons find
rather difficult. It convinces you that it's a much bigger wagon than
It really ts. How? Unique size, for one thing r Jt carries so much more
than the little wagons. and almost as much as some of the
larger ones.`iod get the space and the comfort that you need
and want in a wagon with a more practical overall size.
Come on in and see the small car at a small price.., the




finals last spring, is not in the
best of shape right now.
Center Dave Cowens and
forward John Havlicek, the 36-
year-old team captain, are
both questionable for the
opener because of back
problems.- Cowens worked-out
with the club Wednesday after
missing a number of
preseason games, but
Havlicek did not take part in
that final practice session.
Power forward Paul Silas
was traded to Denver Wed-
nesday in a three-way deal
that brings Curtis Rowe from
Detroit, but Rowe isn't ex-
pected to play in the opener.
Sidney Wicks, purchased
from Portland last week in an
effort to bolster the frontcourt,
will start at one forward
position, although he has been
hampered by a groin pull.
''He'll go as far as he can, but
we don't know how far that
,will be," a Celtics spokesman
said.
Havlicek and Cowens are
also penciled in as starters,
but if they can't make it
"Céj- n" Steve 16166-Air
Jim Ard will get the call.
Indiana, meshy/bite; has its
own problems. Perhaps the
least imposing of the four ABA
teams to ipe admitted to the
expanded NBA, the Pacers
were further weakened by the
loss of starting center Len
Elmore and reserve- guard
Kevin Joyce, both of whom
are 6ut fOr the season with
knee injuries.
That puts more of a burden
on Billy Knight, the brilliant
forward who was second in the
ABA in scoring last season
with a 28.1 average. And he's
been hurting lately, a sprained
ankle forcing him to miss the
Pacers' final preseason test.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar,
coming off perhaps his best
season ever when he won Most
Valuable Player honors for
the fourth time, is again the
focus of things on the Lakers.
He finished the preseason with
a 28-point effort against
Phoneix and appears in top
form.
The Lakers were unable to
obi,ain the power foriVard they
sought during 'the offseason,
but did pick up a couple of
competent guards from the
ABA in playmaker Mack
Calvirr and defense-minded
Don Chaney, the ex-Celtic.
And Wednesday, they an-
nouncing the signing of guard
Dwight "Bo" Lamar, another
former ABA player.
The Knicks also failed to get
the big man they were looking
for. Instead, Coach Red
Holzman has been using
Spencer Haywood at center
and also testing rookie Lonnie
Shelton in the middle. Their
top newcomer is 6-5 forward
Jim McMillian, purchased
from Buffalo, whose team-
oriented style is exactly what
Holzman likes.
Houston and Atlanta are
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance —Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call
7534434
both strong in the backcourt
and weak under the boards.
Mike Newlin, Calvin Murphy
and No. 1 draftee John Lucas
are the Rockets' guards, while
Tom Henderson, Lou Hudson,
Ken Charles and top rookie
Armond Hill are- -Atlantals-
backliners. The Hawks also
have Geoff Petrie, the former
Portland allstar, but he's
temporarily shelved with a
knee injury.
Buffalo is a scoring
machine, with Locke giving
free reign to Ernie DiGregorio
to fuel the Braves' high-
powered • offense which
features three-time scoring
king Bob- N.IcAdoo, speedy
Randy Smith, ex-Notre
Damers John Shumate and
Adrian Dantley and newly
acquired Moses Malone.
Rookies Quinn Buckner and
Alex English have impressed
Milwaukee Coach Larry
Costello during the preseason.
Costello is hoping Buckner.
from NCAA Champion
Indiana, will be the
playmaker the Bucks lacked
nV-VsT.rseason even though they
won the Midwest Division.
their respective counsel, and
they have reached an
agreement in principle
regarding the transfer of
Julius Erving's contract,"
Gourdine said. •
He added, however, that
some details of the
arrangement were still to be
'worked out by a negotiating
team that started its work in
earnest at 9:30 p.m., EDT,
Wednesday night.
"It's subject to the working
out of some further details,"
Gourdinesaid. .
The .NBA deputy com-
missioner, who approves most-
NBA deals, added that "the
questions I asked were an-
swered satisfactorily," by the
group of negotiators.
"There are still some points
they're working on," he ad-
ded, indicating that the group
continued to work through the
morning hours to complete the
transaction with the opening
of the NBA season mere hours
away.
The sale of the dazzling
frontcourt man made Erving
the NBA's $6.6 million man,
-sourees-say7
The deal reportedly will pay
Nets owner Roy Boe $3 million
.in cash and will give the 6-foot-
7 superstar a six-year contract
at $600,000 per season: It is
believed that such a contract
would make Erving the
highest-paid player in pro'
basketball, surmounting the
reported $500,000 per year
paid Kareem Abdul-Jabbar of
the Los Angeles Lakers,
The Nets had given the
Lakers, Milwaukee Bucks and
,the 76ers permission to talk to .
Erving and his agent, Irwin
Weiner, after Erying refused
to report to training camp
unless - his current contract
was renegotiated.
The Bucks considered
themselves in the running as
late as Wednesday, according
to majority stockholder
James Fitzgerald. Fitzgerald'
said he offered to pay Boe
"more than $2 million to buy
the existing contract and then
deal with Erving to
renegotiate it,
But that offer ,was exceeded
by the bankroll of 76ers owner
F. Eugene- Dixon, who
reportedly is ,worth $150
million.
The transaction will make
Dixon's payroll one of the
highest in sports history,
considering -- the weighty
salaries of a team that also
includes George McGinnis,
Caldwell Jones, Doug Collins,
Fred Carter and Darryl
Dawkins.
McGinnis, who shared the
American Basketball
Association Most Valuable
Player award with Erving in
the 1974-75 season, reacted
strongly when informed of the
deal.
"Me and the Doctor ... Oh
my God," he said.
There was no immediate
comment from Boe, who
eased his financially troubled
situation but suffered the
staggering loss of his major
drawing card at the club's
Nassau- - Coliseum-- home---in-
Uniondale, N.Y.
The shock waves of Erving's
non-appearance already were
beginning to- be felt by
,Tuesday, when CBS cancelled
its scheduled network telecast
of Friday night's season
opener between the Nets and
Golden --State Warriors in
Oakland.
Manager Pat Williams had
been in contact with Boe, and
the negotiations intensified as
time went on.
Late Wednesday evening,
Ervingrwas quoted as saying,
"John Q. Cash did it. I'm on
my way to Philadelphia."
But that was before the
negotiations had -been cotn-
pleted and the agreement
offered for validatiOn to
Gourdine. That detail was not
eliminated until 8:15 a.m.,
EDT, Thursday, nearly 12
hours after the meetings had
begun.
Elected To Post
NEW YORK ( API — Earl
Lawson of the Cincinnati Post
has been elected president of
the Baseball Writers
Association of America for
1977. He succeeds Richard
Dozer of the Chicago Tribune.
Bill Liston ,of the Boston
Herald-American was elected
vice president Wednesday and






Topseeded Raul Ramirez of
Mexico eliminated Pat Dupre
6-1, 6-2 and second-seeded
Eddie Dibbs of the United
States beat Jaime Pinto Bravo
of Chile 6-2, 6-3 in third-round
No Dr. J.1 no TV. --action in the Godo Tennis
By Tuesday, 76ers General Tournament.
1,000 Free Hamburger
Coupons tub. hidden






A new clean, fresh supply of drugs and pharmaceuticals
has been obtained from our distributors.
All of our prescription files were salvaged
from the fire and
we are ready to begin serving our customers.
"We are now back in business in a temporary facility at the corger-of
Walnut and Fifth Streets, just north of the clinic building."
"Nothing's changed except our location and our telephone number.
Call Us Your Prescription -
753_8302
Why change your prescriptions elsewhere
when we can deliver to your door.
Free Mail Free Delivery
barold Keiler, R. Ph.. Steve Compton, R. Ph.
Clinic Pharmacy
Corner of 5th & Walnut
Open 8 to 6 .1";4,
•
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Mississippi River FerryRighted By Giant Crane - Up To 82 Are Dead
,LULING, La. ( AP) - A
giant floating crane today
righted the Mississippi River
ferry that capsized after a
collision that left up to-82 river
commuters dead, but the ferry
remained partially sub-
merged.
Efforts continued to bring
the ferry to the surface even
as divers stood by on the shore




A lot of cash . . . NOW! For any purpose you
have in mind. Because you're a homeowner.
Give us a call or stop by. If all you want is
information, fine. But if you want to apply,
we'll 'start processing your large loan im
,Now that's GOOD NEWS, (Typical loan examples















$2.500 $73.17 $3,512.18 48 17.80
$3,500 $90.41 $5,424.80 60 18.80




$169.41 $10,164.60 60 12.68
Loans and financing to $7,500
Large loans for homeowners





Open Friday Nights Until 6:00
In Bel-Air Center Murray
Ross Wilder Mgr. Phone 753-5573
bodies.
Sheriff's officers said 22
bodies were recovered in the
hours after the collision, many
of them still trapped in cars
that were aboard the ferry.
The bodies of many of the
missing were believed
trapped in the ferry or sunk in
the 10 feet of mud on the river
bottom, Officials said.
Lablquig through the night,
workmen on the floating crane
attached lines to the 120-by-55-
foot ferry, which had settled
upside. down with its rusted
hull protruding after it was
rimmed by the 664-foot
Norwegian tanker Frosta.
Eighteen persons survived
the collision, but it was
unknown exactly how many
were on the George Prince
ferry when it was hit broad-
side just before dawn Wed-
nesday.
Some paasengers were on
foot, but oThers had remained
in their cars with windows
rolled up to keep out the cold.
The impact of the collision
dumped cars and screaming
passengers into the cold, swift
water, which reached depths
of 80 feet.
--Divers -- searching for sur-
vivors on Wednesday reported
hearing tapping from the
but found only bodies bumping
around.
No one was injured aboard
the Frosta, which was empty
and was heading to Baton
don't know how many foot
passengers were aboard."
"We saw the ship moving up
the river, and the ship blowed
. its whistle for the ferry four or




will sponsor its annual Fall
Festival on Friday, October
22, from six to nine p. m. at the
school gymnasium.
Each home room, will be
responsible for a carnival
booth where prizes will be
aWarded. Also featured will be
a variety show featuring
students of the school.
- Other events include a
coffee shop in the lunchroom
and a country store, according
to a school . spokesman who
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dial 753-2310
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i..CATA106 SALES OFFICE
S•00141.10 flopplEg labor
kept going," said Jerry Mayo,
a worker on a sister ferry that
rescued many of the sur-
vivors.
A Coast Guard official said
that unless there are Speclal
circumstances-, a small -boat-
such as a ferry usually is
expected to yield right-of-way
to a larger vessel.
P.J. Breaud, whose pickup
truck barely missed being
able to squeeze on the ferry,
said he watched from the bank
as the Norwegian ship moved
upstream in the early morning
gloom.
He said later that it was
.touge to take on cargo.  The
freighter remained anchored
a mile and a half upstream
while the Coast Guard laun-
ched an investigation of the
accident. The cause of the
collision was undertermined.
Sheriff John St. Amant
estimated from reports of
missing persons from fac-
tories and homes in the area
that 96 passengers were on the
ferry. But he said later that
the to4a1 probably exceeded
"We don't have any idea,"
said Deputy Sheriff Wallace
Friloux of St. Charles Parish.
"There were 30 to 35 autos
aboard, with from one to four
or five people per ear-. And we
Things Just Haven't Been The Same
Since Worker Cut Off Mayor's Water
KANSAS CITY, Mo. AP —
Things just haven't been the
same for Jim Staton since he
cut the mayor's water off.
Staton, an employe of the
Kansas City Water Depar-
tment, went to the home of
Mayor Charles B. Wheeler Jr.
last week 'for what he con-
sidered a routine water Liir-
noff. The mayor had owed
$6V/6 for more than 60 days,
and department rules call for
a cutoff when a 1,60 bill
becomes 30 days past due.
Staton said Wednesday that
when he returned from the
Wheeler house, he was met by
a supervisor who told him he
-would probably be fired. City
Hall was hot, Staton was told;
and somebody's head was
going to roll. The mayor's tap
was dry for six hours before
the water was turned back on.
"I was just doing my job,"
Staton said. "I was given an
address to go shut the water
off because of a delinquent
bill."
Staton wasn't fired, but thit
eek he -was transferred to
another job, which pays the
It's No Trick Or Treat,
Pumpkin Shortage Real
Would-be ghouls, ghosts and goblins
may find fewer pumpkins than usual in
stores and -roadside stands this
Halloween, but a spot check shows
here should still be plenty of the bright
orange vegetables to carve into jack-o'-
Ian' erns.
There have been scattered reports
from individual growers in the Midwest
that this year's pumpkin supply was
down. But ;he U.S. Department of
Agriculture doesn't keep statistics on
over-all pumpkin production. And one
USDA spokesman noted that rumors of
small crops are common just before big
selling seasons.
While the federal government has no
way of keeping labs on the pumpkins
that are sold at roadside stands, usually
only a few miles from where they are
grown, :1 does measure the number of
pumpkins at 41 major_terminal
market
The D76 figures are not ye! complete.
But a Smaller crop would be a 'reversal
of a trend. From 1974. to 1975, f(4
example, the amount of pumpkins by
weigh,, unloaded at the terminal
marke.s, increased from 27.6 million ,to
29.11...saillian-pounds,--a boost-of about-8 --
per cent.
No,e: these figures include only
what are known as fresh market
pumpkins: they do not cover the
millins of pounds of pumpkins and
squashes used for processing in canned
and frozen-foods.)
Re;ail prices of pumpkins vary, but
they are generally higher than last
year. Cost depends on size, with the big
pumpkins .favored for jack-o'-lanterns
usually ranging in price from 12.50
$4.50.
Checks with growers and sellers
indicated 'ha' the pumpkins that are
available are ;op qdality.
same, but involves what he
called "dirtier" duties.
"I won't be turning off water
anymore. It's a dirtier job. I'll
be crawling in trenches,
repairing broken water mains
... stuff like that," he said.
He said he believed the
transfer 'was a result of the
incident at the mayor's house,
but Harry Snider, assistant
water director, denied any
connection. They said Staton
was transferred because the
section he worked in ,was
overstaffed-and he was lowest
in seniority.
Staton, 28, a department
employe for four years, said
he has tried to talk to the
mayor, but has been told tpgo
through routine channels.
Wheeler had no comment on
Staton's transfer, but last
week the mayor treated the
incident as a joke.
"Wasn't that grand?" he
told reporters of the cutoff,
blaming the "press of affairs"
for his delinquency.
hard to tell what happened
because "it was dark and it,
happened so fast." But he
said, "To my knowledge, the
ship blew six times, three
blasts twice."
Try These Specials During
the Downtown Coupon Days
With the Purchase of any
Sandwich on our menu




Fri. & Sat. From 4 p.m. til closing
32 oz. Sirloin For 2
With Large tossed Salad








Ladies Dresses - Pant Suits
Settle-Workman
306 Main St.
This Coupon Good Only Oct. 21, 22, 23
DOWNTOWN COUPON DAYS
10% Off
Men's Ladies and Children's
Dress and Casual
Shoes
Settle-Workman 106 Main St.











This Coupon Good Only Oct. 21,22,23
DOWNTOWN COUPON DAYS
% on.




This Coupon Good Only Oct. 21, 22, 23
DOWNTOWN COUPON DAYS
10% Off
On All Nten's Rubber Boots,
Over Shoes and Work Shoes
Settle-Workman
306 Main St,
This Coupon Good Only Oct. 21,22, 23
DOWNTOWN COUPON DAYS
1 0 % on
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Aubece enarneiware from France
created by
.creftlmeo 111004i pround
bottoms tor even nesting
an wood Undies,
Inertegeable etwollt
de beaux articles pour (lust neT noeux'
Cos sonlette
, 2 cr SAuCe00"
Cissseelette
2' 2 al saoceol.
30 percent off 4 piece starter set
10 percent off auxiliary pieces F's 4.1 C"°"ati 
Brown






















This week when you join for 3 months you will get an
extra Month FREE
Its time to begin your pre*liday beauty plan. Start now
on a slim down, shape up program, and be beautiful for
the holiday season ahead • stop in today FOR A FREE
TRIAL VISIT AND FREE FIGURE ANALYSIS!




20% Off Entire Stock
$50 Register for Gift Certificate
Arriving Soon 
*Joshua Tree Sportswear
*Trolley Car Dresses ,
*Plain Jane Dresses
To go along with our Tammy




3 Galleries in One
Gallery 1 — Limited Edition Prints
and Custom Framing
Gallery 2— Gifts & Imported Jewelry
Gallery 3— Boutique clothes
for guys and gals
• 20% Off
Everything In Store







*Pant Suits 25°I) Off 





Register at JuDons for
Ladies Fashion Watch
to be given away
Oct. 23rd, 8:00 p.m.
20% Off All Handbags
During Grand Opening Days
Bags & Beads








Complete line of linens and accessories for the bed 8 bath Come see me
Bobs Hornier
First 10 customers on Friday and first 10 customers on
Saturday to purchase 5 lb. ball of jute will receive one
FREE!
Limit (Inc Per Customer
20% c,., I 0 • 70 S tra W Wrei;th S




We Have Sportswear by
lantzen •Douglas Marc
•Ad Ill •Talbott Knit
Register for Free
753-8365













Choice of any one item in shop
Sign-Up before
Saturday, Oct. 23, 4 p.m.
753.9668
Brenda Jones -Owners- Debbie Williams
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I Deaths and Funerals 
W. D. Holland Dies
Tuesday; Funeral
Here Oritaturday
William D. Holland died
suddenly Tuesday from an
apparent heart attack at his 
5me in Warren, Mich. He
was 53 years of age and was a
retired employee of the Travis
Restaurant at Warren.
The deceased was born
April 6, 1923, in Calloway
County and 'was the son of the
late Earl Holland and Hontas
Poyner Holland. His wife,
Mrs. Rebecca Clark Holland,
died January 7, 1975. He was a
member of the Coldwater
Church of Christ in Calloway
County.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. William (Joyce) Harris,
Warren, Mich.; two .sons,
Ronald of Detroit, Mich., and
Darrell. - Holland, "'Warren,
Mich.; two-sisters, Katherine
and Sadie of California; five
brothers, Goebel, Keys, and
Howard Holland, Detroit,
Mich., and Joseph and Frank
Rolland, Las Vegas, Nevada.
The body is being returned
to the Max Churchill Funeral
Home where funeral services
will be. held _Saturday _at . two _
p.m. with- Bro. John Hoover
officiating and singers from
the Dexter Church of Christ
providing the song Service.
Burial will be in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the






of 205 Spruce Street, Murray,
died Wednesday at 10:15 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 53
years of age.
The Murray woman was
born March 27, 1923, and was
the daughter of the late Robeft





Mich., and Mrs. Barbara
Ford, Detroit, Mich.; three
stepdaughters, Mrs. Paul
(Sue) Sanders, Ypsilanti,
Mich., Mrs. William (Sharon)
Taylor, Belleville, Mich., and
Mrs. Dorothy Merritt,
Murray; five grandchildren;
seven aunts; one great aunt;
several cousins.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at one p.m. at St.
John's Missionary Baptist
Church with Rev. C. E.
Timberlake officiating. Burial
will be in the Murray City
Cemetery.
The family hour will be held
Friday from seven to eight












Frio Perking At Roar DOOT
Hazel United Methodist
Church on Sunday, October 24,
at seven p.m. The feature,
filmed in color by World Wide
Pictures, will be shown once.
Filmed on location in the
Southern California area, the
film stars Ed Nelson, Randall
Carver, Barbara Sigel, Joan
and Gordon Rigsby
in a special story regarding a
family, according, to Rev.
Tommie Martin, pastor of the
Hazel church, who invites the
public to attend.
  `71-v.,1 //f,z7kI7
Prices of stock of local interestat noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Lodger &
Times by First Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc Str% + 5.
MCDOnakiS corp. 51%
Ponderosa Systems 6, unc
Kimberly Clark..385. -42
Union Carbide ......... -%
W.R. Grace .... .... . ... 27% -%
Texaco 26% unc
General Elec. .  Si'.
GAF Corp 125.
Georgia Pacific ....... 36% +5.
Pfizer ............... 28'4 unc
Jim Walters 36%
Kirsch 15%
Disriey  43". + 5.
Franklin Mint 29% -1'z
Prices ot stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Industrial Avg -4  57
Airco 28% +
Amer. Motors 4% -4
Ashland Oil 265. ".
A T. & T. 59% -4
Ford 555. -4
Gen. Dynamics 45'. -4
Gen. Motors 72% .+'-s
Gen. Tire 235. 5.
Goodrich 24% -",











newest craze, is believed to
have about 30,000 active
participants currently.
Candidates To Miss
A. Clifton McAdoo Each Other At Dinner
Dies Suddenly With
Rites On Friday
Arthur Clifton McAdoo died
suddenly while cutting wood
near his home on Route One,
Puryear, ienn., off ruegfay at
five p. m. He was 69 years of
age and a farmer.
The deceased was a
member of the Conyersville
United Methodist Church
where he served as
superintendent of the Sunday
School. Born April 16, 1907, he
was the son of the late Robert
W. Cox and Annie Cox
McAdoo. One son, William
Carroll McAdoo, died in 1948.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Sue Hopkins McAdoo, to
whom he was married
October 10, 1936, and one
daughter, Miss Jo Ann
McAdoo, Route One, Puryear,
Tenn.; one son, Rev. Pasul
McAdoo and wife, Lynne,
Medina, Tenn.; one sister,
Mrs. Mae Callicott, Atlanta,
Ga.; one niece, Patricia
Dunlap; two grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at two p. m. at the
Conyersville United Methodist
Church with Rev. J. L.  Smith-
mier, Rev. Joe Wheatley, and
Rev. Tom Perkins officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery. 
Friends may call at
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Term.
"Time To Run" To
Be Shown At Hazel
By DAVE RILEY
Associated Press Writer
Jimmy Carter and President Ford
are heading for the same political
dinner tonight and, although their paths .
will cross, the candidates don't plan to
run into each other.
at the Al Smith dinner in New York City
tonight. But their schedules have ben
carefully tailored to keep them from
seeing each other. Ford's schedule calls
for him to show up at 7 p.m. EDT and
leave At 8:30 p.m. with Carter arriving
at 9 p.m. and staying for about an hour.
The nonpartisan dinner honors the
former New York Democratic governor
who was the first Catholic presidential
candidate. It is a fixture in New York
politics, particularly in presidential
election years, and is looked upon as a
virtual mandatory event for candidates
seeking the Catholic vote.
-Carter has been criticized by some
members of the Catholic Church
4 hierarchy because he is opposed to a
constititutional amendment that would
outlaw abortions. Carter, however,
says he is personally opposed to
abortion.
Ford at one point also opposed a
constitutional amendment on abortion,
but he now says he would favor an
amendment that would let each state
decide the abortion question on its own.
Both candidates spent Wednesday at
home a they pfepred- tor Friday's
final debate in Williamsburg, Va. Their
running mates, Democratic Sen.
Walter Mondale and Republican Sen.
Rob Dole, were campaigning.
Ford held a news conference Wed-
nesday as his "event of the day." And
he invited Hungarian freedom fighters
to the White House today in what
appeared to he another effort to repair
damage done when he asserted two
weeks ago that the Soviets do not
The family film, "Time To dominate their Eastern European
Run," will be showtv at the' satellites.
Fird's news conference got off to an
inauspicious beginning when a White
House doorknob broke and Ford
couldn't get lato the room where the,
news conference'was to be held. After
entering through another door, Ford
was hit by questions 'dealing with
Watergate issues. He also volunteered
harsh criticism of Carter.
Ford, who pardoned resigned.
President Richard M. Nixon, said he
does not plan to issue pardons to other
Watergate figures. Asked by a reporter
who said there was speculation that
pardons would be forthcoming for
forinyr Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell and
Nixon aides H. R. Haldeman and John
' Ehrlichman, Ford replied:
"There is absolutely no validity
whatsoever to that rumor."
Asked if Nixon or anyone acting for
.him on the White House staff had
requested him to do anything in con-
neCtion With 'the investigation, Ford
replied that he had testifed at his 1973
Wilderness Road
May Be Dropped
BEREA, Ky. 1API - The
Berea College administrative
committee has asked _ the
school's board of trustees to
consider dropping the annual
outdoor drama, "Wilderness
Road.-
The committee said that the
Civil War drama has lost
money each year it has been
presented. It said that this
year, the show's fifth season,
it lost $43,000.
Board To Meet
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API -
The state Board of Education
is scheduled to hold a special
meeting Tuesday to discuss
the projected budget deficit of










Estate Planning and Trusts
At Our
University Branch, N. 12th Street
7 PM, October 25,1976
FOR RESERVATIONS AND APPOINTMENTS CONTACT
MARJORIE SHROAT DUNN AT 753-1893, Ext. 211
Flu.
vice presidential confirmation hearings
that he was not contacted by Nixon and
did not recall any requests from Nixon
aides to coordinate GOP opposition to
the-probe.
-"That was my answer in 1973; it is
m teatimon , or my answer to our
question today, or' said. "I don't
believe what I did in working with the
Republican members (of the in-
vestigating committee) was a blocking
of an investigation of Watergate."
On other subjects, Ford scoffed at
Carter's claim that he could end the
Arab boycott against Israel, said he will
keep FBI director Clarence Kelley and
Gen. George S.43rown, chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff and asserted that
he has raised the level of political
. discussion is the campaign.
As for Carterr Ford said the
Democratic nominee "does waver,
wander, wiggle and waffle" about
issues.
Carter, who was studying for the
Friday debate, did not listen to the Ford
news conference on the radio and had
no response to Ford's criticisms.
On the Arab boycott, Ford said
Carter is naive for suggesting he can
halt the boycott and he asserted that his
administration is the only one "since
1952 when the Arab boycott went into
effect that has done anything in the
executive branch of the government."
In seaulei -Mondale said Ford's
refusal to reprimand Brown for his
unflattering comments about U.S.
allies, including Israel, "confirms the
lack of leadership by the President."
• He compared Ford's handling of the
Brown incident with hisitandling of the
Earl Butz affair. Ford held out for three
days" against pressure to fire Butz from
his job as agriculture secretary for
making an obscene racial glur against
blacks. Butz resigned the post.
Mondale said Ford "ducks and hides
and throws the -ball to another depar-
tment and hopes it goes away."
Dole, campaigning in Texas and
Mississippi, said Carter is critical of the
late President Lyndon Johnson in a new
magazine interview that was conducted
at the same time he was apologizing to
Johnson's widow for another interview.
Carter apologized to Lady Bird
Johnson for referring to her husband
along with Nixon as among presidents
who lied to the American public.
„tri the new article being touted by
Dole, ,.Carter 'says in Ladies Home
Journahhat Johnson never felt secure,
especially With the "eastern establish-
men and that's why they 'go l him in
the end."
D.)le said that was "an insult" and he
predicted Carter would --call Mrs.
Johnson to apologize again. '•
Independent presidential candidate
Eugene McCarthy was in Portland,
Ore., where he said Ford and ,Carter
are not informing the voters of their
views on foreign policy.
• • (Continued from Page 1)
structions by the nurses and
doctors as to whether to
receive the monovalent or
bivalent doses, receive the
vaccine, and be given reaction
information in a very short
time.
Many persons were amazed
at the quick operation and at
not having to stand In long
lines. An emergency ward was
set up in the south. end of the
clinic room to take care of any
emergency. Only one or two
small incidents occurred and
LAKE DATA
Kentacky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.6, down 0.4t
Below dam 302.5, up 2.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.6,
down 0.3.
_ Below dam 305.3, down 1.1.
Sunset 6:14. Sunrise?: 10.
a.
there were no faintings, etc.,
occuring on opening day.
Concern for all persons
going through the clinic was
shown by the nurses, doctors,
and staff on duty at the clinic.
The clinic's will continue
today and tomorrow and
persons are urged by the
Healtli_aepartment to avail
themselves of this service
while the vaccine is available.
10 Years Of Recalls
Since the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration
was created 10 years ago,
41,292,109 U.S.-made cars and
7,786,205 foreign vehicles have
been recalled fOr the
correction of possible defects.
Those were the figures as of
Jan. 31, 1976. There have been
some additional recalls since
then.
_
DONATION - Wayne Williams of the Murray Civitan Club presents a
check for $400.00 to Mrs. Peggy Williams, who is a member of the
Calloway County Association of Retarded Citizens and a teacher at the
Murray-Calloway County Mental Health Center. Murray Civitans obtain
part of their funds from the sale of fruitcakes during the Thanksgiving and
Christmas season and local citizens can now place their orders or obtain
fruitcakes from any Civitan. The first facility fortthe Wentally retarded
program in Murray was provided by the Murray Civitan Club about 1960.
Economy. . .
But for Americans accustomed to
price .increases averaging about 2 per
cent a year through much Of the post-
World War II period, the current rate is
high.
' Overill;•the, Consumer Price Index -
stood at 172.6 in September, meaning a
market basket of goods and services
costing ;100 in 1967 now costs ;172.60.
Grocery prices declined in Sep-
tember one-tenth of a per cent after
seasonal adjustment, the first decline
since March when they fell eight-tenths
of a per cent.
Pork and poultry prices declined
sharply as they have in recent months.
Beef prices also fell but by less than in
July or August, the Labor Department
said.
Prices of cereal and bakery products
dropped for the first time since'March,
and sugar prices declined sharply. But
prices for fresh vegetables, dairy
products and coffee continued to in-
crease.
The over-all food index, which in-
cludes prices of both store-bought food
and restaurant meals, was unchanged
in September, following three months
of relatively small increases.
Prices for non-food commodities rose
four-tenths of a per cent last month,
compared with increases of six-tenths
of a per cent during the spring and
summer months and three-tenths of a
per cent early in the year.
The recent rise in wholesale prices
indicates that consumer price inflation
may accelerate soon. In September,
wholesale prices jumped nine-tenths of
1 per cent,. the largest increase in 11
months. Higher prices for farm




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
The economy has not ex-
panded as quickly as the Ford
Administration would have
liked, one of the President's
top economic advisers says.
But L. William Seidman
said here Wednesday that if
the economy were stimulated
any more, it might 'cause a
resurgence of inflation.
"We know that inflation is
the fundamental threat to
growth and jobs," he said.
Seidman said that the
economy is growing at an
annual rate of 4 per cent, while
the administration would have
preferred a growth rate of
between Sand 5.5 per cent.
•
CARTER WINS-Democratic presidential candidate Jimmy Carter won a mock elec-
tion held Wednesday at Murray High School and Murray Vocational School. Carter
received IV votes to 235 for President Gerald Ford. In the congressional race, Carroll
Hubbard re( eived 384 votes, while his opponentSersky, received 231 votes. The elec-
tion was sponsored l 6/ two mass media classes taught by Mrs. Clara Humphrey. Coun-
ty Court Clerk P4arvin Harris explained the voting machine operation to the students,
who voted throughout the day &rill% their English class periods.
Staff Photo by David Hill
(Continued from Page 1)
goods were blamed.
Wholesale-price trends are usually
reflected at the retail level though not
necessarily on a one-for-one basis.
Food-price increases generally pass
- through quickly but price changes for
nonfood items often take months to
work their way through the price chain.
At " a news conference Wednesday,
President Ford told reporters he was
disappointed at a sag in the growth rate
of the Gross National Product to 4 per
cent in the last quarter. But the
President said he was encouraged that
the same report showed a decline in the
GNP inflation rate.
Ford was referring to a GNP index
that is considered the broadest gauge of
inflation. It showed prices rose at a 4.4-
percent annual rate in the third
quarter, down from the 5.2-percent
pace of the second quarter.
_ But it is inflation at the retail level, as
• measured by the Consumer Price
Index, that is most obvious to voters. It
picked up fr6in an annual rate of 2.9 per
cent in the first quarter to 6.1 per cent in
the second quarter and remained at
about that level during the third
quarter.
In other economic developments
Wednesday, the-Labor Department
reported that initial claims for
unemployment insurance in the week
ended Oct. 9 set a record high this year.
New claims, closely watched by
economists as an indicator of trends in
unemployment, rose to a seasonally
adjusted 452,000 during the week. That
was 18,000 more than during the
previous week and well above the
350,000-to-400,000 level that prevailed
during the first half of the year.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Oc-
tober 21,1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 535 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts mostly .50 higher Sows .25-.50
higher
US 1-2 200430 lbs. 132.50-32.75
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. .  632.00-32.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 531.00-32.00
US 3-4260.260 lbs. 630.0041.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. V4_00-25.00
US 1-3 300450 lbs. 524.00-2500
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. .. $25 00-25.50 few 26.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. $23.00-24.00
Boars 20.06-72.50
Farmland values in the ,
United States have doubled in
the last five years. Average







Buy the Famous patented Kush N Kollar




Genuine Goodyear welts - finest boot
making process known - shape retaining
construction
Famous Chippewa ' No. 24 walking
boot last
Chippewos have finest premium grade
leather,.
All Chippewa Goodyear welts have
arch supporting steel shanks




9-9 Weekdays 1-6 Sunday
753-91$5 Olympic Pim





















We re Behind You All The Wri:4!







Ky. inbound WATTS Line
800-592-3969





GOING FOR THE MAGIC MARK — Lindsey Hudspeth of Murray High will try and crack the 1,000-yard rushing
mark Friday when the Tigers of Murray play the Tigers of Hopkinssille in a battle of the Tigers. Hudspeth has
rushed for 909 yards in six games this seasomfor Murray High.
Hopkinsville Tigers
This page made possible by these supporting firms
SAVE $1000°
OFF REG. PRICE ON




Only 3 Days Left







All The Way Tigers'
115th 8 Chestnut
Telephone 753- 147
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Regular Size Round Top
for 194 with SIO order or moreLimit 2 loaves at this price
Porkers Market
Downtown Shoppino Cenler Open 7 DorsA Weph
Hours:
7:30 am til 11 pm — Sun.-Thurs








'Quality That Will Please






















COMPLETE PAATS DEPARTMENT tee Cars; Tricks 1. Traclits,,
— RADIATORS REPAIRED —
COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP
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Rev. Hughes, noting that the
most effective weapon of
antibusing forces — a school
boycott op; as he put it,
"nonviolent nonparticipation"
— has not materialized, is
more cryptic- about his ap-
proach.
In addition to educating the
citizenry to "the real problem
we have here," Rev. Hughes
said "we have to get ready for








Hughes has a small following,
denied that there is any split in
the movement.
Hughes said he welcomes
the dissension, because "the
more ridiculous he appears in
the eyes of the people, the






The Bank of Murray
A duck hunting film will be
shown and guest speaker will be
John Mechler chief of wildlife at




UNPRECEDENTED BARGAINS FROM THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND!
$120"OFFI
REALISTIC'S DELUXE AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
. Genuine Walnut Veneer Case
. Aoto-Magic • Tuning Locks-On
FM Stations Perfectly!
. Inputs and Outputs
For Two Stereo Tape Decks'
Our STA-2 2 5 is THE -receiver bargain you can't pass
up! Outstanding Radio Shack features include high
and low filterst separate bass. treble and midrange .
controls: Perfect Loudness!' Ouatravox ! 4-speaker
capability: Glide-Paths controls; auxiliary inputs, 
AC co(!veTrierroe. outlets and a beautiful blackout
dial if Y'ou demand the best, this receiver is for you!








Big 12" Woofer and Three
Midrange and Treble Speakers'
SRA
40-4026
• Variable tevel Controls'
. Elegant Lattice Work Grille'
• Genuine Walnut Veneer Enclosure'
CHARGE IT
At Racia Shack

























Items Price 778 90
$554
. Above Realistic STA ,225 AM-FM
Stereo Receiver'
• Two Realistic Nova-8B
Speaker Systems'













before it's too late!
SMART SANTAS SHOP EARLY ... STORES NOW OPEN
STORE HOURS:
10.7 Mon. thru Thurs., Sat.
10-9 friday 1-4 Sunday
M A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY
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DePrez Faces Verbal Abuse Over Participation
In Jefferson County Busing Controversy
LOUISVILLE, K. AP
Robert DePrez has been
called many things in his life,
but never -a Red" or "a dirty
Conununist traitor."
NevthàVTs, until he
s:arted treading on the sen-
sibilities of the Rev. Lowell T.
Hughes.
I's all part of the passions
aroused by Jefferson County's
desegregation program, now
in i:s second year, which has
required the busing of
h. usands of children.
The strange aspect of this
fray is that DePrez belongs to
nether the National
Asso0,ation for the, Advan-
cement of Colored People nor
.he U.S. Civil Rights Com-
mission, .wo of the more
prominent proponents of
busing as a tool to achieve
desegregation.
Ile is, in fact, one of Jef-
ferson County's most
prominent antibusing leaders.
The war of words escalated
recently when DePrez began
attending a series of meetings
with county and Louisville
civic leaders, including both
foes and advocates of busing.
A statement issued by the
group calling for a peaceful
school year is thought to have
contributed substantially to
the relative calm that has
marked the second year of
busing, as. well as the im-
proved school attendance.
Rev. Hughes and his
followers, who had long been
estranged from the main-
stream antibusing





participation in meetings with
busing supporters as an op-
portunity to discredit him and
his tactics.
After one such meeting, -
about 100 demonstrators
greeted DePrez as he walked
toward his car. Several
carried signs calling him "a
Red," and, according to one
newspaper account, Rev.
Hughes told the crowd that
DePrez should be "run out of
town as a Communist traitor."
Soon after the confrontation,
DePrez, who heads the
National Organization to
Restore and Preserve- Our
Freedom NORPF ), filed a
Ell million slander lawsuit
against Rev. Hughes.
A 61-year-old former
Unitarian minister who now
WINTER COATS
Solid and Plaid Wool Coats, Many With Hoods
Reg. '64 Coats 55 Reg. '88 Coats 76
A Superb Collection of Full Skin Leather Coats
Reg. '185, Now925
Sizes 3-15,6-20, 10 plus to 24 plus
LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS!





behind the wheel of a new car.
The world always looks brighter through the windshield of
a new car. And seeing your world from this viewpoint is so
easy with our auto-purchise plan. Our low finance rates
with long repayment terms make new car ownership a







calls himself an "independent
Methodist;" Rev. Hughes
denied in an interview the
remarks attributed to him,
saying that he was misquoted
by one _of the local
newspapers.
Rev. Hughes, however, did
accuse DePrez of trying to
"establish detente with the
NAACP and the Communist
organizations here in the
city."
He added, "To practice
detente with them is ex-
tremely unwise. . I don't see
any advantage to discuss
anything with these people,




LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( A PQ't,"
A Jefferson Criminal Court
judge has agreed to impanel a
special grand jury to in-
vestigate alleged
irregularities in the finances
brthe Jefferson County school
system.
But an attorney for the
school system, Preston
Young, said Wednesday that
he will ask the state Supreme
Court . to reverse Judge S.
• Rush Nicholson's decision to
impanel the special panel.
Young said his move is
designed-to test--theTegality of
the special grand jury. He said
the county Board of Education
"welcomes the opportunity"
to air the allegations of
financial impropriety.
Meanwhile, state Auditor
George L. Atkins announced
that he will investigate the
system's financial
procedures.
Both inquiries will focus on
the system's accounting
procedures and on procedures
for awarding contracts for
certain construction projects.
The school board has laid off
hundreds of employes in an
effort to eliminate a deficit
that once was projected as
large as $10 million.
Nicholson agreed to impanel
the grand jury at the request
of Commonwealth's Atty.
David L. Armstrong.
In announcing his decision
to ask for the special grand
jury, Arm4trong said-
public, deserves a full ac-
counting" of how its money is
being spent. '
lie_said several persons,
including state Rep. Michael
W. Wooden, D Louisville, had
asked him to investigate the
system's finances.
Atkins said his. department
will study the accounting
practices used by the school
system and will attempt to
make recommendations on
how the system's finances can
be depicted more clearly.
He said that if the auditing
team discovers evidence of
unprofessional handling of
accounts or "the appearance





Or. Stella Edwards, acting
assistant director of the
reau for Exceptional
Children, has been elected to
the directorship.
James Graham, state
superintendent of public in-
struction, described her






Dr. Edwards holds degrees




The former director, Dr.
George Troutt, was fired
earlier this year:
MISS YOUR PAPER!
Seliscrkmars vibe Iwo sot
received their beseedelivered
copy of The Kerrey ledger &
Times by S:)0 p. a. filernlay-
friday or by 3:341 p. so. is
ferrety' ars *god to cal
753-)416 batwing 5:/0 p. a.
and 6 p. a., lideetkry-friday,
Or 3:20 p. a.sal 4 p. re.
Satiordays, to more dekvery
if tbe newspaper. Calls watt
be pitied by 6 p. w.
weekdays or 4 p. a. kale-





the differences between his
organization and Hughes'
center on "tack" and
ttefi •
"We look at this as a.
freedom issue and not a race
issue," DePrez said, adding
quickly that he does not call
Hughes a racist, but that some
of his organization's literature
is "100 per cent racist."
As for his "tack," DePrez, a
39-year-old millwright for
International Harvester, said
he and the 30 or so groups
within his umbrella
organization have several
projects in the works.
Planned for the near future,
he said, are a debate between
members of NORPF. and the
U.S. Civil Rights Commission,
development of alternatives to
busing, and efforts to organize




BATTERY FOR ABOVE 689
LATE NIGHTS 'TIL CHRISTMAS!
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Parallels Noted Between
Two State Mine Disasters
HE'S. FOR CERTAIN, Ky.
AP I — It was cold and
dismal, the ground was
frozen, and snow covered the
roads when the bodies of 38
men killed in one of Ken-
tucky's worst mining
disasters were recovered
nearly six years ago.
George Wooten, 60, was
chief executive officer of
Leslie County then. He sees
parallels between that
tragedy and the state's most
recent minin disaster, which
killed 26 men last March at
Oven Fork:
Eleven men died last March
11 in an explosion in Scotia
Coal Co.'s No. 1 mine at Oven
Fork -- two days after 15 men
were killed in a blast in the
same area ,,of the pit. The
bOdies of the first 15 victims
were brought out but the dead
of the second blast were left
inside and the shaft was
sealed. •
It was reopened July 14 and
recovery teams have been
inching toward the bodies 3'2
miles kinside the mountain
since then. The bodies are
located ab6uit-1,0110 feet
beneath the surface of Big
Black Mountain at Oven Fork.
Officials believe the -bodies
will be recovered some time
next month.
Wooten, who notes that Hell
For Certain, like Oven Fork
and many other tiny mountain
hamlets, is :just a place, not
really a town,- says
memories of the explosion
that killed 38 men in a mine at
nearby Hyden on Dec. 30, 1970
are still vivid here in the hills
of southeastern Kentucky.
And each time there is news
about the Scotia victims, the
memories become more vivid,
he said.
"There are parallels,"
Wooten said in an interview.
"It's an awfully bad time to
dig graves for anybody. It's a
problem we faced, and they'll
have to face it, but the people,
they'll manage,"
Wooten, who served as
Leslie County judge from 1962
until 1974, said it took about 24
hours to recover the victims of
:he explosion at the Finley
Bros. mine at Hyden.
The . fact that the bodies
were recovered and the men
buried in a short time helped
end the ordeal more quickly.
for :heir relatives. and Wooten
said he feels sorry for the
widows and survivors of the 11
men whose bodies remain
inside the Scotia mine.
-I think it will help the
community and the people
that have parents, brothers,
their kids or friends in there,
when they get the bodies out,"
Wooten said. "Just like
anybody, people, all the
families, sure want to see
their bodies recovered if
possible, that's the way the
people feel, I think, over at the
Scotia mine."
In any coal mine such as the
one at Oven Fork, "it's always
a possibility they may never
get them out," Wooten said.
As county judge, Wooten,
who plans to run for the same
office again next year, was in
charge of coordinating the
recovery operation at the
Hyden mine.
Fre said the community
came together after that
disaster and that "I think
that'll happen down in Letcher
County too."




Population grrth arid higher
living standards will require




"In the Tennessee Valley
region alone, there will be 2
million more people by the end
of the centory," Wagner told
the annual conference of the
National Association of Tax
Administrators.
"All of these people will
want warm homes, food and
jobs, and it will take energy to
assure them," he said.
Nuclear power essentially
can be used only as electricity,
he said. The best use of coal is
to generate electricity as well
as potential new energy
forms, he added.
CBS Announces Surprise Move
In Attempt To Ratings Glory
LOS ANGELES fAP ) — In a
surprise move to regain its old
ratings 'grOrY, CBS has -axed
-Ball Four" and -Doc," put
the -Blue Knight" in doubt
and revamped its Wednesday
and Saturday schedules.
The changes came only a
month into the new season as
part of CBS' effort to recap-
ture the top ratings slot it has
held 20 years. This season, it's
been No. 3 three weeks and
was No. 2 last week.
It moved its hit "All in the
Family': and new "Alice"
from Wednesdays to Saturday
nights to battle ABC's high-
rated "Starsky and Hutch."
The battle starts on Nov. 6.
On that night, the "Mary
Tyler Moore" and "Bob
Newhart" shows, adult
comedies which hadn't
worked against ABC's cop
show, start appearing earlier
in television's so-called
"family hour."
"The Jeffersons," now CBS'
lead-off show on Saturday
Correction •
The coupon for Hodge 8 Son was published
incorrectly in Tuesday's paper. The correct






205 South Sib St.
This Coupon Good Only Oct. 21-22-23
nighti, was rescheduled to
follow "Good Times" on
WednesdaYs," effective" Nov.
10, which puts two black
family comedies on in the
same hour.
CBS also bumped "Blue
Knight" for a Wednesday
movie series starting Nov. 10
with "Death Wish." It said the
future of "Blue Knight" will
be announced later.
A CBS spokeswoman who
announced CBS' shifts
Wednesday said she didn't
know whether other changes
will be made soon. CBS' axing
of "Ball Four," a new series
that starred former New York
Yankee baseball pitcher Jim
Bouton, and "Doc," in its
sectind season, made CBS tile
first to cut shows this season.
Both were low-rated and the
ax was expected, although not
so quickly.
'NBC, which earlier said it
expects no changes for several
weeks, modified that Wed-
nesday to ,an ambiguous "no
changes 'are planned at this
time" when • asked if CBS'
move will hasten its moves.
-ABC, top-rated since the
season began, said, "If there
are any changes to be made, it
won't happen for several
weeks,"
Norman Lear, who makes
"All in the Family," said
everyone involved in it at his
company was "disappointed
to see the show move again.
We feel like pawns in a larger
game and we're not part of the
game." ,
"Family" began in January
1971 on a Saturday night at 8
p.m. It now will appear on its
original night an hour' later.
The fact that on Saturdays
"Mary Tyler Moore" and
"Bob Nevihart" now will
appear in the "family hour"
didn't alarm Grant Tinker,
Niiss Moore's husband and
head of the company making
the two shows.
He said CBS hadn't ex-
pressed any concern to him
about the suitability of each
show, each a Sophisticated
adult comedy, for early-
evening "family hour"
viewing.
Tinker said CBS had seen
planned scripts and unaired
episodes of each program
"and I'm encouraged by the
fact they last consciously
moved them in the new time




WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
television lights switched on,
the cameras focused on the
door, the members of the
press stood and the in-
troduction was solerrInly
made:
"Ladies and gentlemen, the
President of the United
States."
The reporters waited, but
nobody came in.














and thumping at the door of
the White House East Room.
President Ford couldn't get in.
Finally,. he appeared from
another door -leading to an
adjacent hallway and took his
place at the rostrum.
"We just had a doorknob
break off," he explained,
quickly adding: "You can't
blame that on me."
There was some confusion
about the doorknob incident.
Ford, - describing the
doorknob affair, said it oc-
curred as he was trying to
leave the Oval Office for the
walk to the East Room where
tie reporters were waiting for
him to start his news con-
ference.
He said the Oval Office
doorknob came off in the
hands of one of his aides,
Terrence O'Donnell.
But another aide . later,
clarified the President's
remarks, saying the door that
lost Its knob actually came
from the Green Room from
which the thumps had
emanated at the start of the
news conference and not the
one leading , from the Oval
Office.
The Green Room shares a
doorway with the East Room
but it is impossible to enter ttie
East Room from the Oval
Office, which is in another
part of the White House.
The aid said the doorknob
wasn't a knob, actually. It was
a ring-type handle.
In an effort to record the
actual location _of the door, a
television camera crew later
moved.in to film a closeup of
the vacant spot on the door
where the handle had been.
But an alert presidential
aide quickly stepped in front
of the camera to block the
view of the missing doorknob.
T g e first professionall
trained dentist armed in the
U.S. from Britain- in 1776 and
the earliest dental school in the












We stock the highest quality prescription products — fresh
and dependable.
We re known for our friendly. prompt and courteous service to
our customers.
Ample Free Parking right at our front door.
We buy the finest quality drugs in large quantities direct from
manufacturers to get the lowest possible prices and pass them
on to you. These large purchases are made possible only be-
cause of SAV-RITE S tremendous volume of business.
,
FOR EVERYONE 60 OR OVER
OR IF YOU'LL BE 60 THIS YEAR.
IF YOU ARE A SENIOR CITIZEN, ASK HOW YOU
CAN ENROLL IN SAV-RITE S SENIOR CITIZEN
PRESCRIPTION PLAN AND ENJOY AN EXTRA
10% DISCOUNT ON, ALL PRESCRIPTIONS
BRING IN YOUR CURRENT PRESCRIPTION REFILL BOTTLE WE WILL CALL
YOUR PHYSICIAN TO HAVE IT TRANSFERRED
HAVE YOUR PHYSICIAN REWRITE YOUR PRESCRIPTION AND BRING IT IN
TO SAV RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTER
TELL YOUR PHYSICIAN THAT.: YOU WISH
TO HAVE YOUR PRESCRIPTION
TRANSFERRED TO SAV RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTER
WE WILL THEN CALL YOUR PHYSICIAN
AND ARRANGE FOR THE NEW
PRESCRIPTION WHICH WILL BE READY
-WHEN YOU COME IN TID PICK IT UP




Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,





requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY. SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-






























vertising 753-19 / 9.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulati-
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Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital Cor-
poration will until 10:00 a. m., C.D.T. I on Oc-
tober 28, 1976 at Murray Calloway County
Hospital, .803 Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky
42071, receive sealed competitive bids for
$1,895,000 of its Mortgage Bonds, Series B, dated
November 1, 1976 maturing serially on July 1,
1979 through 2001, subject to prior redemption on
any interest payment date on or after July 1, 1987
at the face amount plus accrued interest. Bids
must be made onOfficial Bid Form for $1,895,000
of Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital Cor-
poration Mortgage Bonds, Series B, contained in
the information for bidders avaiiable'from the
undersigned, or J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons,
Inc., 54.5 South Third Street, Louisville, Kentucky
40202.
The Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare has entered into a Direct Loan
Agreement with such Corporation to purchase
such bonds at par at an interest rate of not ex-
ceeding approx. 5.96 per cent, unless a lower net
interest cost is obtained from some other bidder.
Reference should be made to the Official
Statement of Terms and Conditions of Bond
Sales contained in the information for bidders for
details and bidding conditions. Sale on usual tax-
exempt basis. Subject to approving legal opinion








Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital Cor-
poration will until October 28, 1976 at 10:00 a.m.„
(C.D.T.) (instead of October 26, 1976, as
previously advertised) at Murray Calloway
County Hospital, 803 Poplar Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071, received sealed competitive
bids for $2,590,000 of its mortgage Bonds, Series
A, dated November 1, 1976, maturing serially on
July 1, 1977 through 2001, subject to prior redem-
ption on or after January 1, 1987 in accordance
with the provisions authorizing same. Bids must
be made on Official Bid Form for $2,590,000 of
Murray-Callavay County Public Hospital Cor-
poration Mortgage Bonds, Series A contained in
information for bidders available from the un-
dersigned or J. J. B. Hilliard, W. L. Lyons, Ine,
545 South Third Street, Louisville, Kentucky
40202.
Reference should be made to the Official
Statement of Terms and Conditions of Bond
Sales contained in information for bidders for
details and bidding condtttons. Sale on usual tax-
exempt basis. Subject to approving legal opinion
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hogs, deer and goats.
One mile North of Paris
on Old Murray and






Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.






..m.-II p.m. blomdmy Aro
Satordery. Come see es for
Vow Estes flyimg rockets,
and rocket engirt's. Lind-
bergh, space base mod
specs probe model kits. Air-
plane, car moil cycle model





5 Lost And Found
LOST-MALE Boxer about
PI years old in vicinity
of 17th and Olive. Tattoo
of umbrella in right ear,
walks with slight limp.
Wearing collar and tags.
Call 7624421 or 753-7310.
LOST OFF Farmer
Avenue, 1 year old black
cat with white spot
under neck and no •
collar. Call 753-1495.
6 Help Wanted




Resume to P.O. Box 221,
Murray, Ky.
NEED BRICK layer to
lay about 32,000 bricks.
If interested call 365-
3933 after 6p. m.
PART TIME help wanted
at Racer Oil Company.




Can Pay Off If you enjoy
discussing livestock
feeding problems with






seeking a person of
mature judgement and
good reputation for sales
'and service represen-
tative here. This is not a
fly-by-night, high-
pressure sales job. Full-
time opportunity for
service-minded self-
starter who can assume
responsibility, make
decisions, and be own_
boss. Horne every night.
I'll explain employee
benefits, technical on-








Apply October 21st, and
22nd. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. only.
Call 753-0984.
CHRISTMAS HELP.
Earn $300 between now
and Christmas, 2 hours a
day-5 days a week. For
interview call 753-8970






per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous .future if





feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
WANTED — Someone to
. pick corn with conveyor
and put corn in crib. Call
753-2542, Pete Henson.
9 Situations Wanted





Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.







for $350 month or will
lease 22' x 56' building
for $300 month. Contact
Jim Biggs, (502) 826-
5822.
14 Want To Buy
WE BUY your used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.
For free estimate. Call
442-1918.
14. Went To Buy
SMALL FARM, ap-
proximately 50 acres
with house or good
building site in Calloway
County. Call 753-4788.
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.
SMALL MOBILE HOME,
10' x 12'. Five to seven
years old. Call 753-8216 •
after 5.
WANT TO buy a used 19
inch Ashley Wood stove. :-
Call 901-247-5304 after 4
p.m.
FEATHERBEDS wanted
• good 'feathers. Highest
prices paid. Write Box
13, Route 1, Almo, Ky.
Give location, will call.
15 Articles For Sale
SEVEN 2 X 4 florescent
lights. 11 interested call
753-9414.
COAL STOVE. Call 437-




8771 after 5 p. m.
BARGAIN PRICES ON:
3-loads desks, chairs
and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet 4x8 ex-
terior siding at $6.40. 4x9
exterior siding at $7.20.
Ross & Tuck Salvage.













Sat. Oct. 23, 10 a. in. 1,2 mile West of Lynn Grove,
Ky. on Highway 94. This will be a big all day Auc-
tion Sale.
Good Furntiure, appliances, glass, china and an-
tique items, also some tools, will have some good
items from Burnice Boyd home, Murray. Such
as: antique love seat couch and chair makes a
bed, bean pots, stoneware, primitive tools, old
books, much more. Have one large lot from Mrs.
Keene home, Hazel including lots of nice glass









Florisheim Shoes & Boots
—Irregulars-7-
$1299 to$2199Reg. 847. to $67.
"We Dress People & Horses"
Boots L Shoes for every activity under the sun
luatin, Tony Lama, Acme, Dingo, Dan Post
Western, Work, and Carual Dress Shoes
Safety Shoes - Moccasins - Rubber footwear




Saddle & Shoe Repairs





Olympic Plaza - Murray
If
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step ladders, 5 ft. $11.88,
6 ft. $14.88, 8 ft. $22.95.
Aluminum extension
ladders, 16 ft. $18.88, 20
ft. $24.88, 24 ft. $32.88.
Pace CB radios model
143 $69.95, model 123-A
$89.95, model 144 $113.95,
model 2300 $139.95.
Portable electric
heaters 4,000 watt, 4
stack, $31.99. Electric
water heater, 17 gallon
$59.95, gallon $68.88,.
40 gallon171.95. Chain
saw chains, t4 in., 3ts
or 404 pitch enough for
12 in. bar, $8.95, 16 in.
$9.95, 20 in. $10.95. Mr.
Coffee II, $24.95, Mr.
Coffee I, $29.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
"NEVER USED
Anything like it," say
users of Blue Lustre
carpet cleaner. Rent
electric shampooer.
Western Auto, home of




















for sale. Can be seen
between 2 and 5 p.m.,
Friday October 22nd at
400N. 8th.




FOR SALE - icebox,
Aladdin lamp parts,
chimneys, mantles, etc.





LOF'TY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big
K. Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
16 FT. OVERHEAD




$200. - Also newly
reupholstered couch and
chair, $50. Stove and
refrigerator, .$125. New




solid colors can be in-
stalled by amateur.





THE BEST! The most
practical! Even beats
the bean bag. Try THE
OLD SHOE now at Crass
Furniture..
NOTICE
The Murray Fire Department will accept ap-
pliCations for employment to fill one vacancy. Ap-
plications and further information may be ob(agleci
in the Chiefs office, Central Fire Station, 5th and
Poplar. All applications must be returned no later







to Operate Dishwashing Machine
Mr. L.'s Dugout
Restaurant
Will Open In 2 Weeks at
309 N. 16th St.
Murray.
If You would like a job under
pleasant working conditions







On Main St. in Puryear. Tenn. at the late Mrs
Eula Dobbins place.
Selling lot of good antiques. Couch and chair,
end tables, platform rocker, 12) old beds, could
be walnut, 1/2 size bed, iron bed, oak bed dresser
and wardrobe with clawfeet, (2 ) old drop leaf
tables, old spindle back rockers, cedar chest, oak
bed, dresser, walnut quilt box, sewing machine,
rugs, old trunks, day bed quilts and blankets,
night stand, several pictures, old wind up Vic;
trola, old kitchen clock, aid picture frames, (6)
cherry dining chairs, dining table with 6 chairs
and bilffet, curve glass china cabinet, (2 old kit-
chen cabinets, old pitcher and bowl set, stone
churns, stone jugs, old dishes, pots and pans, old
lamps, some old money, hand tools, porch swing,
and many more items not listed. This is a sale
you don't want to miss.
Mrs. Shorty Ray Adm.
BEECHAM'S AUCTION
SERVICE
Crows Beecham Aectiosseer, tic. Me. 471
114. 901-442-0119, Paris, Term.





Four tables to match.
Call 753-3379 after 4 p.m.
CHINA CABINET, oak,
round table, spanish
table and 4 chairs. Two
antique chairs, platform
rocker, Iwo new han-
dmade shawls, one
afghan, one long formal,




desk, $125. Call 753-9787
after 5 p.m.
SEARS COLDSPOT 3. cu.
ft. refrigerator with
freezer. 31  x T pool




dryer, living and dining




and Service, 500 Maple










tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 3,95-
7463.
TWO JOHN DEERE 45
combines for sale.
'Sealed' ̀ready'. 'Been•
stored in shed. Call 753-
8428 or 753-3828 after 5.
1954 SC CASE tractor,
plow and disc in good
shape. $500. Call 753-
0083.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




BEAR GRIZZLY bow. 45
lb. left handed. Set up,
ready for hunting. Call
753-0487.
16' ASTROGLASS bass
boat, 115 h.p. Mercury
with car trim. Heavy
Duty trailer. 1972 model
boat and motor. Fully
equipped. Price 1800.00.
Call 489-2149.
GOLF IRONS - Power
But, used for only 4
months. Call 753-6144.
MARLIN 336C. 30-30
caliber. New, never out.



















organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Coinpany, across







PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of, Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the




















made any size for an-
tique beds or Campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phonei-443-7323.
26 TV Radio
1977 ZENITH TV's and
, Stereos at the lowest
prices with the biggest
guaravtee, at Sisson's
Zenith Sales and Ser-
vice, Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
Open Sundays. We
service what we sell.
21. Mobile Home Sales




1974 mobile home 12 x




and steps. Ready to
move in. Call 437-4155
after 6. $3250.
1968 SHELBY 12 x 65,
good condition. Call 753-
2957.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226
29. Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT -12 x 50 house
trailer and also trailer
space at Stella Trailer




blocks of University on
private lot. Couples
only. No pets. $10O
month. Call 753-4661'
SMALL TWO .bedroom
trailer, Three miles out
on 94-tast. Call 7534055.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile horue_spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280,
NU-IMAGE UNISEX HAIR FASHIONS
Nortfigate Shopping Center
Benton Kentucky
wishes to welcome to our staff of professional
cosmetologists Michael Oswalt and Jackie Bogard.
The entire staff (pictured above) invites you to call
527-7616 for on appointment.
1. Want To Rent
AGRICULTURE
STUDENT and wife
seek house with land
near Murray for two





ment for elderly lady.
Close to town, 303 South









South of college. $60.00
month.
NICE FURNISHED'
apartment. May be seen








296 poplar. Call 753-1767.




34 Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM, 2.
bat h,' fully furnished, all
electric. 1.5 miles from
Murray. $175 'month,
$100 depbsit. No singles.
Call 753..9829.
TWO BEDROOM brick
house. One mile from
city. limits. Hazel High-






large bath, carport. Call









redwood and stone 2
bedroom country' home.
Central heat, air and









36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT 30' x 50'
storage space. Call-753,-
6200, or 753-5500.- '
FOR LF.ASE - Building,
20 x80 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
37. Livestock - Supplies








Buff and black. Shots
and wormed. Also one
male Beagle started to
run. Call 4924861.
GREAT DANE puppies.
$60 each. Call 753-7838,
AKC REGISTERED
Pekingese female, 2










things cheap. On' 121
South, directly across
from Old Salem Road.
GARAGE SALE.
Saturday 8-4 at 1707
- - Johnson --t-off---Doran
Road). Like new toys,
stereo, boy winter
clothes i sizes 54), mens
size 42, ladies 10-12, odds
and ends.
SATURDAY RUMMAGE
Sale, 8-4, 1500 Square
feet inside Bargain
Barn, 13th and Main.
Good winter clothing,





Across from golf course.
Friday and Saturday,
October 22 and 23,8 a.m.
until 6 p.m. •
43 Real Estate
FANTASTIC BUY. Home
and grocery store, also
extra building lot at New
Providence. Home-- is
older frame on 3,4 acre
wooded lot. Has 4
bedroom, carpet,
drapes, and in excellent
condition. Barn and
'smoke house. Store is
well stocked -with $8-
$40,000 inventory- and
gasoline pumps,. The
price will amaze you
and everything goes
including all stock and
buildings. .CALL FOR
APPOINTMENT TO
SEE, Guy Spann Realty,
901 Sycamore, 753-7724,
SOLD TWO more farms
this week and just listed
another 75 acre tract
near Kentucky Lake.
This land is ideal for
cattle or horse farm-all




A DOUBLE wide mobile
home on three tree
shaded lots can be yours
to move into im-
mediately. This is
located in Baywood
Vista near Ky 280
Pottertown Road).
Property is priced to sell
to settle an estate. John
C. Neubauer, 'Realtor,
505 Main St., 753-0101 or
call Pam Rodgers at 753--
7116.




About 7 to 8 acres in
cultivation. Some
timber. There is an
excellent building
site. This 1,spriced to
sell now.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor,. 505 Main St.,




FOR LISTING and selling
your property,See Boyd-
Mal r 105
North 12th, 7534080 or










REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage_ tract to'
sell, contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222. Also if
you have ben wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for






:31 acres about a mile







Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice
Ratterree, 753-5921.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales fo
r1976 needs . your
listings. Call 753-1651, if
you are interested in
selling your property.
45 Farms For Sale
SIX AC , five- mites
We -'Of Murray'. Fen-
ced. partially wooded.
beautiful rolling land. Beautiful building site.
Brick 2 bedroom home' $5.000. Call 753-2211
with fireplace, cenfral
electric heat and air, 61) ACRES, new 2
and 3 cal'. carport bedroom brick home
overlooks countryside Call 382-2299.
with' lov0,_
tfeasonabG, Klee&so
phone us a: KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
-%1 222. for more in-
forma: ion on this choice
properLy.





Across from Post Office.
Excellent Buy
Located on quiet street in Canterbury f4ates,
three bedroom two bath homes with formal
dining room, large eat-in kitchen, living room.
utility room, den with wood burning fireplace
and built in bookshelves, attached 2-car garage
with extra storage areas and automatic door .





46 Homes For Sale
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE




located at 513 Beate.
Ideal for retired couple.
young family or rental
-property. Shopping area -
and new park within
walking distance._
Priced to sell. Call 753-
4862r 753-1611.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 514 acres
( with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
1(2 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.
FOR SALE by owner - 3
bedroom, 112 bath brick
home with modern
kitchen, den, living
room, central gas heat
and central electric air.
Attached garage.
Located near Murray




shop building. On two-
thirds acre. Call 753-
8615.
46 Homes For Sale
REDUCED 121,110
beautiful 3 bedroom, 2
bath, kitchen-den
combination. 1208 Peggy
Ann Drive. Call 753-8673.
TWO NEW 3 bedroom at





'will trade. Call 753-3672.
BY OWNER: 7 room
ranch style house with










woven wire fence. One
mile west of Dexter on
Hickory Grove Rd.
Price $100,000. Call 753-
5618.
Quiet Country
Quiet country 3 bedroom home west of Murray
on one acre lot. This home is a modern brick
home with large brick fireplace in living room,
large modern kitchen, central heat and air, and
outside new block storage building. Priced very
reasonably at $27,900. Phone us today for an ap-





NURSES NEEDED: The Western
Kentucky Community Mental
Health Center is in need of three












Saturday, Oct. 23, 10 a. m.
Rain or Shine
Tees Ilioliwoy 94 lost from Mertes, it sip first rood moth of
Elio Greve Church, trinel to and tyro left et .itsip to Mese
Ifirdsono piece, first hovei.
Selling portions of furniture from two homes
and a cottage. 22 Ft. freezer, and refrigerator,
bedroom suite, twin beds, sofa that makes bed,
recliner, chairs, bookcase, kitchen and other
metal cabinets, gas and electric cook stoves,
electric and oil heaters, TVs and antenna, coffee
and other tables, toys, doll buggy, quilt box, pole
and other lamps, bowling balls, several dozen of
fruit can lids, Christmas decorations, fishing
tatchle, and other new items not sold with store.
Cooking utensils, dishes and many boxes of
small items. May offer clean 1968 four door
Dodge, air, radio and heater, runs good. Eats




Note: Store building with land and living quarters
at New Concord, 3 nice lots and house at Pine
Bluff for private sale.
PAINTING
Residentrul Commercial foterror Exterior Spray. Brush Rob
16 Shop Sproyirig of Yard Furniture Shutters E tr
Parking Lot Striping .
We Are Fully Insured
No job Too Large -9r Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury C irc le, Murray
P.AGE 16 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Ihuriday, October 21,1976
'
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
house,_ large lot, with a
body shop:: 30 x 40, 2
driveways to it, 1 mile
West from the city limits
on 121. Call 753-6347.
- BE-ST BUY - 3 bedroom
home. brick, 1'2 bath,
large den with fireplace.
Plus separwe building
wilh bath, suitable for
office or shop. On 1 acre
and priced at only
S29,500. Call Bob Perrin
, for • showing.. 763-3509
evenings, Claude Miller
, Real Estate, 753-5064.




ci.y watser and sewer,
clo,se intd, he c0., only
$29,900. Call Bob Perrin
for showing. 753-3509
evenings, or, Claude
Miller Real EsaLe, 753-
BY OWNER -3 bedrdom
home, 2 small 'mit-
buildings, close tO.
shopping centers and






"400" motorcycle - 4
cylinder - super sport
- red - local one




49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 BUICK CENTURY
Luxus. Excellent con-
dition. 15,000 miles. Call
753-0181 after 4 p.m.
ORIGINAL OWNER of an
extra fine 1970 Torino,
must sell. "Wife wants a
new car with cruise
contr61." Dark green
metallic with sport roof,
351-4 barrel with
Cleveland engine with
'fag ory 4 speed Hertz
shift, air condition,
P 85,000 actual miles. New
''. tires. $1,500. Call 753-
%4554 after 5.
FOR SALE
1951 "Central" Hook and Ladder Fire Truck with
a 555 Cubic Inch Wavkesha Engine. Engine in per-
fect condition, which could be used for saw mill or
installation in other equipment. Also „assorted
aluminuffladders. Sealed bids will be acpteti• in
the City Clerks Office City Hall. For further In:
'contact Jackie Cooper, fire Chief. No..
753-16817'





power and air, call 436-
2427.
1973 VW ',SUPER Beetle
with aii. Low mileage.
May be seep at 502 South





mugs, low mileage. Call
489-2195 after 5 p.m.
1964 BUICK SKYLARK,
average running con-
dition. $250 or best offer.
Must sell. Located ut
1624 Hamilton Avenue,
Apartment 2, come by
a,frer 5.
1970 LTD, 4 door, hardtop,
power and air, 351
engine, good condition.




wheel, AM-FM radio, 2
mug wheels. Must sell.
Take Over payments.
Call 474-2211, ext. 251.
1V3 GMC ASTRO truck









the original home electronic game
fits all TV sets
3 days only $8995 Reg. $119.95
Other models only 59.95
Lay away for Christmas
& B Music
Chestnut Street Murray, Ky.
GIGANTIC
YARD SALE
103 N. 6th .
Friday and Saturday,
October 22nd end 23rd
Plants, clothing, and some antiques. ,Soipe
original oil paintings will be sold.
Sale sponsored by the Murray Art Guild.
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, October 23rd, 1:00 p.m., rain or shine, on
State Lino Rood, west of Hazel, Kentucky.
Will sell new GE electric cook stove,
refrigerator, Kenmore washer, electric sewing
machine, bedroom suite, window fan, rockers,
TV, end tables, living room suite, wall mirror,
corner cabinet, quilts and quilt tops, antique car-
nival glass, ironware, round end table with lions
head and feet, cherry cabinet, cherry dining
room suite, magazine rack, churns, trunks and
stone jars. Library table, wash kettle and stand,
old poster bedroom suite, chiffarobe, chest of
drawers, lamps, lots of hand tools and other
items too numerous to mention.
Net respensais for eccideetts.
Terry Shoemaker Auctioneer
,NOTICE
1958 TWO TON dump
truck. Call 753-8560 or
354-6392.
1967 PONTIAC, air,
N'steering, good work car.
$27. Call 753-0460.
7,





sm ob re .A,'"White,
automatic, air con-
dition, tilt steering
wheel, swivel seats, tape
player. Call 753-6608.
1975 CUTLASS Supreme.
Local car, like new. Call



















1965 CADILLAC, 4 door
sedan. $425. Also 1968
Buick Electrica 225
Custom, $495. Both cars
mechanically A-1
condi:ion. Call 436-5548.
Murray Memorial Gardens is now under new
management and ownership. The new owners of
the gardens are Jerry D. Lents, a retired Air Force
Pilot, who is the manager of the garden; Donald A.
Jones, attorney; and Larry Suiter, real estate
developer. All are local men and dedicated too the
task of providing a much needed quality service to
the residents of Murray, Calloway County, and
surrounding areas.
The . office address of
Murray Memorial Gardens
is Rt. 2, Box 37 A-1, Murray, Ky., Phone 75-3-2654..
Another View
"THERE NO RUSSIAN DOMINATION
IN EASTERN EUROPE - PASS ITON"








1900 miles. Two tone
buck skin. All extras.
Like new. Call 753-2888.




mileage, 1 owner. 1973
Vega, automatic, with





mag wheels, 8 track





Air, power, 11800. 1973








Nies October e into Air
cowittioner, A IL I awning or
Nit;h•Accessory swamp
with th. purchase of sty
new RV ill stock. MIAMI Y'S
meet SALES E. SERVICE
Nery. 62 E. 't Dawson Rood
Princeton, L. 502-365-
5012.
POP UP CAMPER. Call -
753-8615.
HAVING TROUBLE
111=111 getting those smallIt
., plumbing jobs done?
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474
8841 or 753-7203: " -
51 Services Offered
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and






INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high hear and cooling











clean rugs of all kinds.









work needs call John









slate , mirrors, shower
doors, paver tile and




ficient service. NO job








mirrors, and table tops.

















bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
October Special


























all types of rock; white,
decorative and wash
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bucy Trucking,
call after 4 p.m. 753-8381
or 753-5795.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
K AND H REPAIR.
Phone 753-3323. Mower,
chainsaws and ap-
pliances -Also buy and
sell. Saws sharpened.
NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
, spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM
gutters. Free estimates.





rocked and graded. Rip
rap delivered and
placed. Decorated rock
put down over plastic.
Free estimate. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-





and roofs sealed. Call






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
IENT IINSENVAC
Ni other lle-N-yesnall" wee.
I dews owls as...
EASILY-
31 soma portal' power-
Woe don all the wort
EFFECTIVELY- _
cleans. toms and racuum11
out deep limn dot and




I trochee ol the cost
(VOU SAVE IR TO
$1.5 00 PER ROOM)





of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water








interior, new and old










Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 7534959 or
L. W. Lyons 474-2264.
54 Free C‘Iumri
FREE-FIVE month old
male kitten, yellow and








6316.00 Up. Floored, rowdy five.. Mobile home wid-oes, patios,






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
'FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.













- Use Our Lay-Awoy'.







19" Color TV 14"
25" Color P/ 18*)
Five piece Component Stereo 12c*
Console Stereo 14"
J& B Music
Chestnut Street Murray, Kentucky
Make Money-By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How can you save money?
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
you have gathered together. ,
3. How good a business pe4.son are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of October. Every fourth day your
classified ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad
every fourth day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you
are a regular customer 2f the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for Oc-
tober you will automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
The Sale is open to everyone/ for every
section on the , classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on. classified display and classified ads















5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE Of THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
